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10. INEQUALITIES FOR CRITICAL PROBABILITIES .

We first give a theorem of Hammers!ey's (1961) stating that for 

any connected graph Q the critical probability in a one-parameter 

problem for site-percolation on Q( = PH(Q) in our notation) is at 

least as large as the critical probability for bond-percolation on 

Q ( = Ph (Q)> where Q is the covering graph of Q ; see Sect. 2.5). 

Actually, the result is obtained by comparing the probabilities that a 

fixed vertex Zg is connected to some set of vertices V via a path 

with all vertices occupied, and via a path with all edges open, re

spectively. The proof given below is from Oxley and Welsh (1979). 

Hammers!ey (1980) has generalized this further to mixed bond and site 

problems (see Remark 10.1 (i) below).

Special cases of the above mentioned inequality

(10.1) pH(q) > ph (Q)

are

(10.2) p^(Qg) = cfitical Probability for site-percolation on 

^  2i Ph (^i ) = 2

(see Ex. 2.1(i), 2.1(ii) and Application 3.4(ii)) and

(10.3) pH (S') = -g- _> critical probability for bond percolation

on the triangular lattice = 2sin yg

(see Ex. 2.1(iii) and Applications 3.4(i) and (iii)). In (10.3) we 

clearly have a strict inequality,and various data (Essam (1972)) indicate 

that p^(Qg) * S0 one exPectec* (10-2) to be a strict
inequality as well. Higuchi (1982) recently gave the first proof of 

this strict inequality. Intuitively* the most important basis for a 

comparison of P^(Qq ) and P̂ (Q-j) is the fact that Qg can be
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realized as a subgraph of Q-j; one obtains (an isomorphic copy of)

Qq by deleting certain edges from Q1s see Fig. 2.1 and 2.2. and 

Fisher (1961). The principal result of this chapter implies that for 

many pairs of periodic graphs 34, Q with a subgraph of Q one 

has

(10.4) PH(») > Ph (Q).

Of course one always has p^(w) — P^(Q) whenever M is a subgraph 

of Q . The strength of Theorems 10.2 and 10.3 is that they give 

a strict inequality in many examples such as (10.2) and (10.3) (see 

Ex. 10.2(i), (ii)). Theorem 10.2 is actually much more general, and 

also gives strict inclusions for the percolative regions in some 

multi parameter percolation problems (see Ex. 10.2(i) below). The 

price for the generality is a very involved combinatorial argument in 

Sect. 10.3. The reader is advised to look first at the simple special 

case treated in Higuchi (1982).

10.1 Comparison of bond and site problems.

Let Q be any graph with vertex (edge) set \s(&) , and let

Pp be the one-parameter probability measure on the occupancy configu

rations of its sites, given by

Pp = n

with (3.61), as in Sect. 3.4. For a vertex zQ of Q and a set of 

vertices V of Q set

ap(z0,v) = V zo,v,t̂  = V  3 path v̂o,er with 

Vq = Zq , v^ e V and all its vertices occupied | Zg is 

occupied}

Analogously, we define Pp as a measure on the configurations of 

passable and blocked edges of Q . As in Sect. 3.1 we take

Pg'Me) = 1} = 1 - ueM e )  = -1} = p .

and
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Also, with Zq and V as above we set

ep(z0’v) = V Z0’V’Q) = V  3 path (vo»er---’ev’% )

with z q = Vq , e V and all its edges passable}

Lastly we remind the reader that 0 ( p , Z g )  was defined in (3.25), 

and define here its analogue

e(p,Zg):= Pp{ 3 infinitely many vertices connected to Zg 

by a path with all its edges passable} .

Theorem 10.1. Let Q be any connected graph, Zg a fixed vertex of 

Q, and V a collection of vertices of Q. Then

(10.5) °p(z0’V) 1 Bp(z0,V) ’ 0 1 P i 1 ■

Moreover,

(10.6) 0(p .Zq ) 1 P0(P.zQ) .

and consequently

(10.7) pH(Q) > ph (Q) , 

where Q is the covering graph of Q .

Proof: We only have to prove (10.5). One then obtains (10.6) by

taking for V the set

Vn:={v: v a vertex of Q such that all paths from

Zg to v contain at least n vertices} .

and letting n 00 . Indeed one has the simple relations

6(p,Zg) = lim P {Zg 1S connected by an occupied path
n ->■ °°

to V )  = lim p a ( z 0 ,Vn),
n -* 00 r

e(p,zQ) = lim 3D(z0.Vn) .

(10.7) in turn follows from (10.6), the definition (3.62) of p^(Q) 

and the corresponding formula
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Ph (Q) = sup{p e [0,1] : e(p,zQ) = 0} .

(Here we use the fact that bond percolation on Q is equivalent to 

site percolation on Q, as proved in Prop. 3.1.)

For proving (10.5) we shall drop the restriction that Q is 

connected. It suffices then to consider only finite graphs Q, by 

virtue of the following simple limit relation. Let Qn be the 

graph obtained from Q by deleting all vertices in Vn and all 

edges incident to some vertex in Vn- Then clearly

a (z0,v,Q) = lim ^ . ^ 5^ ) .

We now prove (10.5) for a finite graph Q by induction on the

number of edges in Q . First assume Q has one edge e only. If

Zq e V then ,Q) :> Pp{Zg 1S occupied | zQ is occupied} = 1.

Thus ap(Zg,V) = 1 and similarly 3(Zg,V) =1. If zQ i  V and e

is not incident to zQ, then both sides of (10.5) are zero. If e

connects Zg with a vertex z-j, then both sides of (10.5) are still 

zero if z-j t V. If, however, z-j e V, then (10.5) follows from

ap(zo>V) = Pp{z0 and z-j are occupied | zQ is occupied}

= p = Pp {e is passable} = 3p(zQ,V)

(since Zg can be connected only to z^). Now assume that (10.5)

has been proven for all graphs with m or fewer edges, and let Q

have (m+1) edges. As before the case with Zg e II is trivial.

Assume zQ t V. If there is no edge incident to zQ , then again 

jp(Zg,V) = $p(Zg,V) = 0 . Otherwise let e be an edge with endpoints 

Zg and some other vertex, z-j say. Introduce the following two

graphs:

Qd = graph obtained by deleting e = e\{Zg,z^} from Q,

Qc = graph obtained by contracting e,i.e, deleting 

e = e\{Zg,z-|}, but identitying ẑ  with zQ .

Qc has as vertex set the vertex set of Q minus z^, and has as

many edges from zn to v as there are edges in Q from zn or
^ d c ^z-j to v. Both Q and Q have at most m edges. Next, denote
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by B(Zg,V,Q) (S(Zg,V,Q)) the event that there exists a path

(v0’ei.... % » % )  witb Vg = Zg, e V and all its bonds or edges
passable (all its sites or vertices occupied). One easily sees that 

if e is blocked, then B(zg,V,Q) occurs if and only if 

B(zg,V,Qd) occurs, since any passable path from zQ to V does not 
contain e. Therefore

Pp{B(z0,v,Q) and e blocked}= (l-p)Pp{B(zg,V,Qd)}= (l-p)Bp(Zg,V,qd)

Similarly, if z-j is vacant and S(Zg,V,Q) occurs, then there is an 

occupied path on Q from z^ to V, which does not go through e, 

because any path which does not go through z, cannot contain e 

either. In other words z.j must be vacant and on the graph minus 

the vertex z^(and the edges incident to z-j on Q there must exist 

an occupied path from Zg to V. Since this occupied path is auto

matically a path on Qd we have

Pp{S(zg,V,Q) and z-j is vacant | zQ is occupied} ,

£  (l-P)Op(Zg,V,Qd) .

Next consider the case in which e is passable. Then, if
cB(z0,V,Q ) occurs, also B(Zg,V,Q) occurs. Indeed, if

(Zg,e^,v,...,ev ,vv) is a passable path on Qc from zQ to

vv e V, then either (zQ ,e1,v],...,ev ,vv) or (zQ,e,z1,e],v] .... ev »vv)

is a passable path on Q from Zg to v^ . (We abuse notation 

somewhat here by using the same symbol for an edge or vertex on Q and 

the corresponding edge or vertex, respectively on Qc . Also if 

ẑ  e V on Q, then on Qc the vertex Zg, resulting from identifying 

Zg and z.| on Q, belongs to V). Conversely it is just as easy to 

go from a passable path on Q to a passable path with possible double 

points on Qc by removal of the edge e and identifying Zg and 

z-j. Therefore

Pp{B(Zg,V,Q) and e passable} = p 3p(Zg,V,Qc) .

Finally, if z-j is occupied, then S(zg,V,Q) implies that there 

exists an occupied path on Qc from Zg to V. By considering 

separately the cases z-j e V and z-j £ V one obtains
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Pp{S(z0 ,V,Q) and z1 occupied|zQ is occupied} = p ap(z0>V,Qc) . 

Finally, by the induction hypothesis

Bp(z0»v »Qc) 1 CTp(zo ’v,tiC) and

6p(z0 ,V,Qd) > ap(z0 ,V,Qd) .

Putting all these inequalities together we obtain

3p(zo»V,Q) = Pp{B(zQSV,Q) and e is blocked}

+ Pp{B(z0,V,Q) and e is passable}

= (l-p) ep(z0,V,C}d) + p Bp(z0 ,V,QC)

> (l-p) op(z0 .V,Qd) + p a p(z0 ,V,QC)

> Pp{S(z0,VsQ) and z-j vacant | zQ is occupied}

+ Pp{S(Zg,V,Q) and ẑ  occupied | zQ is occupied

= ap^z0,V,Ĉ ' cn

Remark .

(i) We can also ask for the probability

y (P»P' >zq ,V) : = P{ 3 path (vQ ,e1,... with

Vg = Zg, e V and all its edges passable and all its 

vertices occupied} s

when each vertex is occupied with probability p and each edge is 

passable with probability p ‘ (all edges and all vertices independent) . 

Hammers!ey (1980) gives the following generalization of a result of 

McDiarmid (1980).

(10.8) y(6p,p1,Zg,V) < Y(p,6p',Zg,V), 0 £  6,p5p' < 1 .

Here is Hammerersley1s quick proof of (10.8). Let U be the random 

graph obtained by deleting each site other than Zg of Q with 

probability l-p and each edge of Q with probability l-p1. £ may

have some edges for which only one or no endpoint is a vertex of
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B . Despite this slight generalization (10.5) remains valid for B 

since one can simple ignore all edges which do not have a vertex of 

B for both of their endpoints. Now take the expectation over B of 

the inequality

afi(zq ,V;B) < 36(z0,V;B)

This gives (10.8). E.g. in the left hand side one can pass through 

an edge only if it remained in B; this event has probability p 1.

One can go through a vertex only if it stayed in B and is now 

occupied in B; this event has probability 6p. Thus

E a6(z0 ,V5B) = y(Sp,p',zQ ,V) .

Similarly

E 36(z0 ,V;B) = y(p,6p',zQ,V).

(10.5) can be recovered from (10.8) by taking p = p1 =1, since

ag(z0 ,V) =y(6,l,zQ ,V) and 36(zQ,V) =y(l,6,z0 ,V) .

10.2 Strict inequalities for a graph and a subgraph .

The set-up in this section will be the following.

2
(10.9) (Q,Q*) is a matching pair of periodic graphs in ]R , based

on (2fo3),

(10.10) l/.j,... ,lr̂  is a periodic partition of the vertices

of 7n,

and P is the A-parameter probability measure defined as in (3.22), 

(3.23). We further assume that

(10.11) one of the coordinate axes, call it L, is an axis of

symmetry for Q,Q* and the partition V-j,..., ISy

We shall later be interested in subgraphs B of Q and the inequality 

(10.4). For the time being, though, we concentrate on comparing the
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percolation probabilities on Q (or rather Q ) under twopjc
different probability measures. We shall show after Theorem 10.2 

how the case of a subgraph K of Q fits into our framework. For a 

little while our attention will be on . id will be a periodic

subclass of the vertices of Qp^ . Unfortunately we have to impose 

an ugly and complicated looking technical condition. It is a purely 

combinatorial condition, whose purpose is to guarantee that sufficiently 

many sites in lb can be pivotal for the occurrence of occupied 

horizontal and vertical crossings on Q 0 of large rectangles. Despitepx,
its forbidding appearance the condition is rather mild, as the examples 

after Theorem 10.2 will show. We shall also show by example that 

some condition of this form is needed to obtain the inequality (10.4). 

Before formulating the condition we remind the reader of some of the 

constants A,A.. introduced earlier. These depend on 771,Q,Q*,

Q,p£ and G*^p£ only.

(10.12) A > diameter of any edge of Q,Q*, Qp£ or .

A3 and Ag 1 are such that each horizontal (vertical) strip 

of height A^(width A3) posseses a horizontal (vertical) crossing on 

7/i (and hence also on Q as well as on Q*) with the property that 

for any two points y-| ,y2 on the crossing the diameter of the segment 

of the crossing between y^ and y^ is at most

AgUy-, -  y2 l + i )  •

Such A3, Ag exist by Lemma A.3 (Note that this lemma allows us to 

construct crossings which consist of translates of a fixed path inde

pendent of the length of the strip.) As before A^ = f A3 + A 1 + 1. 

We also choose Ag such that any two vertices of Qp^tQpj^) within 

distance A3 + 10A of each other can be connected by a path on 

Qp^(Q*^) of diameter <_ . Further we use the following abbrevia

tions

k-j = A3 + 4A

Ag = (3Ag + 1) (2Ag + 4A3 + 10A + 1) .

Lastly we make the following definitions.

Def. 10 .1 . A path (vQ,e 1 , . . .  on QpJl i s  called  minimal
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if for any i < j for which v. and v. are adjacent on
* w

has j = i + l.

Def. 10.2. A shortcut of one edge of the path (vg,e-|,...

is an edge -e of Qp^ between two vertices v̂  and 

path with j 2l i + 2.

V  one

5e ,v ) onv v'
v . on the
J

Comment .

(i) A path is minimal exactly when it has no shortcuts of one 

edge. ///

Now let lb be a periodic subclass of the vertices of Qp^ .

Condition D. For some vertex x = (x(l), x(2)) e lb there exists

a constant A •> 2Ag , a minimal path U= (uQ,e.|,... ,ep,up) on

and a path V* = (vQ,e1,...,e*,v*) on Q*p£ such that the

following conditions are satisfied:

a) x = u. for some in , i.e., U goes through x.
’o

b) If i and j >_ i + 2  are such that u. and u. lie on

the perimeter of a single face F e 3, whose central vertex does not 

belong to lb , then either i + 2 £  j £  iQ or iQ < i < j - 2,

c) U is a horizontal crossing of

B = B(x):=[x(l) - A, x(l) + A] x [x(2) - A, x(2) + A].

U lies below the horizontal line ]R x (x(2) + a - Ag} . Moreover,

(u. = x, e. , e ,u } lies to the right of the vertical 
10 10 p p

line {x(l) - A + Ag) x ]R , while (ug ,ei»• • • >e_. ,u.. = x) lies to

left of the vertical line {x( 1) + A - Ag} x ]R , 0 0

d) V* connects x to the top edge of B inside the strip 

[x(l) - A + Ag , x(l) + A- Ag] x F  , i.e., . ,e*,v*) are 

contained in this strip, (vg»e* » * - * * Va-i^ c  B(x), but e* 

intersects [x(1) - A + Ag ,x(l) + A - Ag] x (x(2) + A} . Moreover, 

vg and x are adjacent on 2 ^ .

e) U and V* have no vertex in common.

Comments .

(ii) Basically a),c),d) and e) state that there exists a horizontal 

crossing U of B(x) on Q through x, and a connection V* from
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x to the top edge of B above U. There are some restrictions on 

the location of U and V*, and U has to be minimal. However, 

condition b) may put a crucial restriction of another kind on U. 

Basically it requires that the pieces of U before and after x 

should not come too close to each other in a certain sense. On the 

other hand, condition b) is vacuous if 3 = 0  or if all central 

vertices of Q belong to Id . This happens in several of thepio
examples below. The reader is urged to look at these examples to get 

a feeling for Condition D. Example v) also illustrates that some 

restriction is necessary to obtain (10.4).

(iii) In condition c) and d) there is an asymmetry between 

the roles of the horizontal and vertical direction, and between the 

roles of the positive and negative vertical direction. This was 

merely done not to complicate the conditions still further. One can 

always interchange the positive and negative direction of an axis, or 

the first and second coordinate axis by rotating the graph over 

180° or 90°. I l l
We now turn to a discussion of the probability measures to be 

considered. We assume that pQ e P ^ is such that

(10.13) 0 «  pQ «  T

and that P_ 
p0

is given by (3.22), (3.23) with p = pQ. Further

(10.14) Condition A or B of Sect. 3.3 is satisfied for p^.

As usual we extend P to a probability measure on the occupancy
Pq

configurations of by means of (7.2) and (7.3). The extended

measure P„ is still a product measure of the form (3.22), (3.23)
H0

with U = vertex set of 

probability measure, P ,

% .  We shall also consider another 

, on the occupancy configurations of

V  •
too will be a product measure:

(10.15) p , = n
p v a vertex

of v

with vv a probability measure on (-1, +1} . We assume that

v = uV ^v(10.16) for v j£ Id
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but

(10.17) vv{u)(v) = 1} < yv(o)(v) = 1} , v e b ,

where b is a periodic subset of vertices of Q P , is alsopx, p
assumed periodic, i.e.,

(10.18) vv = vw w = v + ki^i + k2^2 for some

k-j, k2 e 2

Thus, Pp, {v is occupied} takes still only a finite number of 

values, on periodic subclasses of the vertices. We think of these 

values as the components of a vector p', thereby justifying the 

notation Pp, . Note, however, that p' can have more (or fewer) 

components than p; Pp, does not have to be a X-parameter 

probability measure. Also, for a central vertex v of Q whichpio
belongs to b (10.17) and (7.2) imply

(10.19) vv(o)(v) = 1} < 1 = y v(a)(v) = 1} .

We are therefore no longer restricting ourselves to measures in which 

all central vertices of Q 0 are occupied with probability one.px,
However, by (10.16) and (7.3) we still have

(10.20) vvM v )  = -1} = yv{u)(v) = -!} = ! for every central

vertex of (J *px,

It is also worth pointing out that (10.15) - (10.17) imply

P , {v is occupied} < P {v is occupied}
P P0

for all vertices v of .

Theorem 10.2. Assume Q,Q*, \s ^,... ,\s x satisfy (10.9) - (10.11) 

and that Id is a periodic subset of the vertices of such that

Condition D holds. Further let pQ be such that (10.13) and (10.14) 

hold, and assume that P is extended such that (7.2) and (7.3) hold- pQ

for p = Pq . Let Pp, be defined by (10.15) and satisfy (10.16) and 

(10.17). Then, for any vertex zQ of Qp£
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(10.21) Ep .«Wp£(Z0)} < 00 and Ppl { V Z0) = “} = ° ’

where Wp£(Zg) is the occupied cluster on Qp£ of_ Zq .

We now explain how this result can be applied to deal with 

subgraphs U of Q . We will consider subgraphs W of Q formed 

by one or both of the following two procedures in succession:

(10.22) Remove all vertices of Q in some periodic subclass 

V q of the vertices of Q. Also remove all edges

incident to any vertex of Vq •

(10.23) Remove the close-packing in all faces of where 
3q is a periodic subset of 3.

Note that we do not make any symmetry requirements for U with

respect to any line. The periodicity requirement in (10.22) for u Q

means of course that (3.18) holds for v Q, while for in

(10.23) it means that if F e then also F + k ^  + k ^  e

for any integers k-j, k£. To remove the close packing of F means

to remove all edges which run through the interior of F and connect

two vertices on the perimeter of F. Recall that these edges where

inserted to manufacture Q from % (see Sect. 2.2).
Now let Pq satisfy (10.13) and (10.14) ((10.14) is a condition

on pn and Q). P also induces a probability measure on the 
u p0

occupancy configurations of W(we merely have to restrict P to the

vertices of #, i.e., to 

present situation we take

'0
U )■ To define PpI in the

(10.24) Id = V q U {the central vertices of faces F e 3q } ( I d is

a subset of the vertex set of Q

(10.23) is applied to form 

(10.22) is applied to form

p£
fc; also 

»)■

V 0 = 0

30 = 0

if only 

if only

Next, we take for v a vertex of
% £

(10.25) P , {v is occupied} = P {v is occupied} if v i Id ,  
P P0

and
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(10.26) Pp , {v is occupied} = 0 if v e id .

Later on we shall show the easy fact that percolation on under

P is equivalent to percolation on G 0 under P , , and that 
Pq P36 P

(10.15) - (10.18) hold for the above id and Ppl . This then leads 

to the following result for subgraphs .

Theorem IQ.3. Assume Q,Q*, U-|,... ^ satisfy (10.9) - (10.11)

and pQ satisfies (10.13) and (10.14). Let W be a subgraph of 

Q formed by one or both of the procedures (10.22), (10.23) and assume 

Condition D holds with in as in (10.24). Then, for any p-| in 

some open neighborhood (i_n P £f Pq and any vertex Zq of M .

{#(occupied cluster of Zq on # )} < 

{#(occupied cluster of Zq on Ji) = °°} = 0

Special case. In a one-parameter problem (i.e., X = 1) with Q 

and as in Theorem 10.3 one obtains * 1

PHfe) > Ph (Q) •

Examples .

Before turning to the proofs we illustrate the use of Theorems

10.2 and 10.3 and the verifiability of condition D with a few examples.

(i) Let Q = CJ-,, the graph corresponding to bond percolation 

on Z  , imbedded as in Fig. 2.3 (see Ex. 2.1(ii); the vertices are

located at (i + p  i2) and (i-| ,i2, + j )  * i-j ,i2 e Z) . Q-j has

in addition vertices at (i-j,i2), i-j,i2 e Z .  (see Ex. 2.3(ii) where 

the same graph is discussed, but rotated over 45°). Q*,n0 is shown1 I PX/ -I
in Fig. 10.1 below. It has vertices at (i i, i 2 + j ), (i^ + ^, i2),

(î  + l 5 1#2 + 5^5 1̂ 5 2̂ e Z  ‘ For ^ we talce the vertl ces °f

V p *  on 2Z2 ,i.e.,

Id - "C(ii »i2) • ii si2 e Z  } .

We easily see that condition D holds in this example with x = the 

origin. For U we take a path from (-A,0) to (A,0) along the first



Figure 10.1 q| ^ . The solid segments are the edges of p^ .

The dashed lines are the lines x(l) = k-, or x(2) = k, 
k. zTL . 1

coordinate axis. For V* we take the path from v* = (0, -̂) along

the 45° line to (i, 1) and then upwards along the vertical line 
1  ̂ 1x(l) =2  to the point (p a ) (see Fig. 10.2). b) is automatically

fulfilled since \jq contains all central vertices of .
+
+y*
+

i I + i

U

_ 4 - - - 1 - - { -
! /  ' '  *  \ !

} \  A  A
i ' ✓ i \ / ;

7*o» ,
\ i ✓

\ i 
\ i

9

Figure 10.2 The dashed lines represent edges of Q, n0 . The pathI sp)G

U is drawn solidly. The path V* is indicated by 
+++ ; it runs on (Ji* .

Now as in Application 3.4(ii), let

\j i ~ {i i "^2̂’ i 2  ̂ * 1 *]s 1# 2 ^ ^  ̂  *

If 2 — ^ ( ^ i 9 i  2 ^  2*  ̂ * ■

We consider the corresponding two-parameter problem, as defined in

(3.20) - (3.23). Take pQ = (pQ(l), pQ(2)) such that
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P0(1) + pq(2) = 1, 0 < Pg(i) < 1, i = 1,2 .

By Application 3.4(ii) condition A holds for such a Pg. By Theorem

10.2 we therefore have

(10.27) Epi {#Wp,(z0)} < -

for any P , of the form (10.15) with

(10.28) P , {v is occupied} = Pg(i), v eu • , i = 1,2, .

(10.29) Pp , {(i-| ji^) is occupied} < 1, i-j»i2 e TL .

Actually the set of p »  0 in parameter space where (10.27) holds 

is open, by Cor. 5.1. Thus (10.27) continues to hold when Pg in 

(10.28) and is replaced by p̂  sufficiently close to pQ , even 

when p-j(l) + P-j(2) > 1. The best illustration for this is provided 

by Theorem 10.3. We now define W as the subgraph of Q, obtained 

by removing the close packing of all the faces which contain a point

(i 1, i2), i-j,i2 e TL) . (Thus, if we call this last collection of

faces 3g, then we only apply (10.23) with this 3Q). The resulting 

& is clearly isomorphic to Qg, the simple quadratic lattice, and 

V-| and ij 2 are such that the resulting two-parameter problem on 

W is precisely the two-parameter problem for site-percolation on 

TL considered in Application 3.4(iv). We conclude from Theorem 10.3 

that no percolation occurs under Pp for p-j = (p-|(l), p-̂ (2), in

some neighborhood of pQ. In particular, the non-percolative region 

for two-parameter site-percolation on Z 2 contains the (anti-) diagonal

{p: 0 < p(i) < 1, p(l) + p(2) = 1}

strictly in its interior. Strictly speaking we only obtain this 

conclusion from Theorem 10.3 for 0 «  p «  1. However, we already 

know from Application 3.4(iv) that no percolation occurs for 

0 < p(l) < Ph (Qq )> p(2) = 1, and hence by monotonicity (Lemma 4.1) no 

percolation occurs for 0 £  p(l) < Ph (Qq )> p(2) > 1 - Ph (Qq  ̂ ^see 
Fig. 3.8). Similarly no percolation occurs for 1 -PH(Q*) _< p(l) £  1,

0 < p(2) < Ph (Qq )*

When restricted to p(1) = p(2) the above shows that there is 

no percolation in a neighborhood of p(l) = p(2) = ^ . This shows
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that (10.2) is really a strict inequality .
(ii) This time let Q be the triangular lattice. In order to 

obtain the familiar picture we imbed this lattice in such a way that 

its faces are equilateral triangles (i.e.s we use the imbedding of 

Fig. 2.4 rather than the one for 3" described in Ex. 2.1(iii).)

(J = Q in this case. Let the vertices be located at
r ̂

k k
(k1 + ~Y~ , -y- /3 ), k], k2 e Z  ,

and take

to = {2k-j + k2, k2 /T } , k-j 9 k  ̂ e 7L .

In a way to consists of every other point; see Fig. 10.3.
\

>
/
//

/

Figure 10.3 The triangular lattice with the points of to indicated 
by circles. V* is the dashed path.

Again condition D is easily seen to hold with x = the origin. For 

U we take again a path from (-A,0) to (A,0) along the first coordinate 

axis. For V* we take a path with "zig-zags" upward from the

point /?) alternatingly through points (̂ -s(j - j )  75) and

(0,j A )  ,j = 1,2,..., A.
We may therefore apply Theorem 10.3 to the one-parameter problem 

on Q . We know from application 3.4(i) that pQ = = critical

probability for site-percolation on Q satisfies condition A. Let 

H be the graph obtained by removing the vertices in to from Q.(Thus 

we apply only (10.22) with V q =to.) We conclude that pH(W) > ^  •
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However, one easily sees that removing the sites in to from Q 

yields the Kagome lattice of Ex. 2.5(i) for W . This is the 

covering graph of the hexagonal lattice, so that pH(W) = critical 

probability for bond percolation on the hexagonal lattice 

= 1 - 2sin ^  (see Prop. 3.1 and Application 3.4(iiij.). Thus, we 
obtained the obvious inequality 1-2 sin yg = PH(») > j  •

Since by Application 3.4(iii) the critical probability for 

bond-percolation on the triangular lattice equals one minus the 

critical probability for bond percolation on the hexagonal lattice, 

we also have

p^(bond percolation on triangular lattice) < j  .

This is precisely (10.3) with a strict inequality.
3 2(iii) In this example we compare Z  with Z  . We concentrate

on site-percolation, but practically the same argument works for
3 3bond-percolation on Z  , or even the restriction of Z  to

o 2
Z  x {0,1} (i.e., two layers of Z  ). The latter graph contains 

the following graph Q, which is obtained by decorating one out of 

nine faces of QQ(see Ex. 2.1(i) for Qq). Each face 

(i^,ii + 1) x (i2,1*2 + 1) with both î  = 1 (mod 3) and i2 = 1 (mod 3) 
is decorated as shown in Fig. 10.4.

Figure 10.4 The graph Q, obtained from Qn by the indicated 
decorations. The blackened circle is the vertex x.
The boldly drawn path is U . The path V* is dashed.
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Q is a mosaic so that we can view Q as one of a matching pair 

based on (Q,0). In this case Q = Qp£ . Both coordinate axes are 

axes of symmetry for Q. For the subgraph 'U we take = the

simple square lattice. This corresponds to applying (10.22) only, 

with \s o = the collection of vertices used in decorating Qg when 

forming Q . Condition D b) is vacuous since 3 =0, and Fig. 10.4 
illustrates that the other parts of Condition D can also easily be 

satisfied for any choice of x e Since Q is invariant under a 

rotation over 90° around the origin, it is immediate that (3.52) - 

(3.55) hold for the one-parameter problem on Q; compare Applications 

3.4(iv) and (v). As in those Applications it follows from Theorem

3.2 that Condition B of Sect. 3.3 holds for pQ = pH(Q). We therefore 

conclude from the one-parameter case of Theorem 10.3 that

o
(10.30) p^(site-percolation on Z  )

P
£  PH(site-percolation on two layers of Z  ) < PH(Q)

p
< pH(site-percolation on Z  ) = Ph (Qq )-

3
To obtain a similar conclusion for bond-percolation on Z  we 

compare the covering graph Q of Q with the covering graph of Z 2 , 
(see Ex. 2.5(ii)). We draw some faces of Q in Fig. 10.5. The central 

square in this figure corresponds to one of the decorated faces in 

Q . M is now formed from Q by removing all vertices of W which 
correspond to edges of the decorations. These vertices are marked 

by solid circles in Figure 10.5. We leave it to the reader to verify 

that U is nothing but Q-j. We therefore conclude in the same way 

as in (10.30) that
3 1PH(bond-percolation on Z  ) < ^  = Ph (Q-j)

(see Application 3.4(ii) for the last equality).

(iv) The graph Q in this example will be B* , the matching 
graph of the diced lattice B. B was introduced in Ex. 2.1(v); 

is illustrated in Fig. 10.6. One can think of as a "decoration" 

of the hexagonal lattice. Note that is not identical with the 

matching graph of the hexagonal graph, because B* has a vertex in the 
center of each hexagon (the solid circles in Fig. 10.6). is

also drawn in Fig. 10.6. It has a central vertex in each face of B 
(see Fig. 2.7; these central vertices are indicated by the open
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Figure 10.5 The covering graph Q of Q . The dashed edges form the 
decoration of one face of Qq .

Figure 10.6 drawn as a "decoration" of a hexagonal lattice.
The "decoration" is indicated by dashed lines. There 
is a vertex of at each center of the hexagons 
(drawn as a solid circle). There is no vertex of 
at the open circles; however, there is a vertex of 
S* at each open circle.
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circles in Fig. 10.6). For Id we take the collection of these

central vertices. Condition D again holds. We content ourselves

with a picture of a possible choice for U and V* in Fig. 10.7 for

x an arbitrary vertex in Id . Note that Condition D b) is again

vacuous since id contains all central vertices of G = .^p£ pit
Also (&*)* = £ and & = £ .

I
i y* 
i

Figure 10.7 The open circle is the vertex x . The boldly drawn path 
is U . The dashed path is V* . The edges indicated by 
------- belong to &p£ .

Once more we apply Theorem 10.3. This time we take for ft the 

graph obtained by removing the close packing in all faces of &*, i.e.s 

we apply only (10.23) with 3q all faces of &. The resulting 

ft is just & itself. Pq = p^(&*) satisfies condition B when Q is 

taken (by Application 3.3(v) and Theorem 3.2). (Actually we checked 

(3.52) - (3.55) for Q = However, (3.52) - (3.55) remain 

unchanged when Q is replaced by Q* and p by 1-p. Thus (3.52)- 

(3.55) hold when Q = &*.) Theorem 3.2 then shows that Condition B

holds for Pq = p^U*). The conclusion of the one-parameter case 

of Theorem 10.3 is now

pH(s) > pHU*) .

But by Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 = so that we find

PHU) > \ > ph U*).
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From Fig. 10.7 one also sees that Condition D is fulfilled if 

we take Q = $, and Id the collection of the centers of the 

hexagons. If & is imbedded as described in Ex. 2.1(v) these 

are the points

((k1 + |) vff , 3(k2 +^)), k. e TL , l  = 0 or 1 ;

in Fig. 10.6 this means that we remove the solid circles. If we 

apply (10.22) with lx ^  = Id the resulting graph is the 

hexagonal lattice and we obtain

PH(hexagonal lattice) > pH(diced lattice) > - .

(these are critical probabilities for site-percolation).

Remark •

i) The procedure illustrated in this example will work in many 

examples of matching pairs (Q,Q*) based on (77(,0) to yield

Ph (Q) = PH (»i) > \  > Ph (Q*) .

Indeed apply Theorem 10.3 with Q replaced by Q*s and the 

collection of all faces of 7I\ . When removing the close-packing 

from Q* in all faces of 7l\ as in (10.23), the resulting subgraph 

is just 771, or Q. Lastly one uses pH(q) + pH(CJ*) = 1, assuming 

Theorem 3.1 or 3.2 applies. One could have obtained P^(Qq ) > ^  in 

Ex. 10.2(i) above in this way. ///

v) This "negative" example shows that some kind of condition 

like Condition D has to be imposed. We take for Jt a mosaic, and 

for q a graph obtained by decorating a periodic subclass of faces 

of Jt . Choose the decoration in a face F such that it is attached 

to only one vertex v , or two adjacent vertices v' , v", of M on the

Figure 10.8. F is the interior of the hexagon, which is a face of 
W. The vertices w-j-w^ and the edges in F have

been used to "decorate" F.
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perimeter of F, e.g. as in Fig. 10.8. Even though ft is a subgraph 

of q one always has p̂ (ft) = Ph (q )- Indeed in site-percolation, in 

the situation of Fig. 10.8, the decoration could be of help in forming 

an infinite occupied cluster only if v' and v" are both occupied.

But in this case v' and v" belong to that same cluster even if no 

decoration is present. Condition D fails because there exists no min

imal path through any of the added vertices in F which starts and 

ends ouside F.

Remark .

ii) The theorems of this section give no strict inequality if 

ft is obtained from Q by removing edges of % or partial close- 

packings only. If we remove one of the edges introduced when close

packing a face of 7f(, then we usually cannot find a subgraph ftpic
which serves as the planar modification of M, and we therefore have 

trouble in defining a "lowest" horizontal occupied crossing. On the 

other hand, if an edge e of 7l( (and it translates by integral vectors) 

is removed to form ft, then one can artifically turn this into a situa

tion where one removes a vertex. One introduces a new kind of vertex
o

for 7/i, situated somewhere on e , and connected only to the endpoints 

of e. The new vertex should be occupied with probability one on Q , 

and it is this vertex which is removed to form ft. However, this intro

duces a new vertex on the perimeter of some faces of and therefore 

Q may no longer be obtained from the modified 7h by close-packing 

faces. Nevertheless we believe a more complicated proof may work when 

only edges of 7/1 are removed from q to form ft . I l l

Proof of Theorem 10.2. The proof consists of two parts. First a 

combinatorial, or topological, part which derives another ugly 

condition - Condition E stated in Step (ii) - from Condition D. We 

begin with a probabilistic part, and defer the derivation of Condition E 

from Condition D to a separate section (to make it easier to skip the 

unpleasant and not very interesting part of the argument).

The probabilistic part begins like the proof of Lemma 7.4. By 

virtue of Theorem 5.1 it suffices for (10.21) to prove

lim t (2M ; i >P' >Qp )̂ = 0 , i = 1,2,

for some sequence

M£i

( W  with
(£ -* °°) , i = 1,2,oo
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In this whole proof we restrict ourselves to horizontal crossings, 

i.e., we prove only

(10.31) 1 im
£ -> °o

t (2M,; l.p'.QpJl) = 0

for suitable M£ The same proof can be used to show

1im t (2M£ ;2,p ',Q £) = 0 ;

the asymmetry between the horizontal and vertical direction in 

Condition D discussed in Comment 10. 2(iii) will play no role in the 

proof of (10.31).

Let E be the event that there exists an occupied horizontal 

crossinq on of a certain large rectangle. We want to show that

Ppl{E} is small. As in Lemma 7.4 this is essentially done by showing

~ck pp(t){̂  is large with p^  = tpo + 0 -t)p' Russo's formula

(4.22) reduces this to proving that the number of pivotal sites in 

Iti for E is large. This is really the content of (10.62), which 

is our principal new estimate here. From Lemma 7.4 and Remark 7(ii) 

we know that with high probability there are many pivotal sites 

for E on the lowest occupied horizontal crossing of the large 

rectangle. (10.62) claims that many of these have to belong to 

lb . The proof of this is based on the idea that if few of the pivotal 

sites belong to lb , then one can make local modifications in the 

occupancy configuration so as to obtain many pivotal sites in ib . To 

obtain (10.62) one has to make the modifications in such a way that 

one can more or less go back, i.e., reconstruct the original occupancy 

configuration from the modified one. For this one first has to locate 

the sites whose occupancy has been modified. To achieve this we must 

have good control over the changes in the lowest occupied crossing 

under our modifications of the occupancy configuration. The various 

parts of Condition E give the necessary control.

Before we can even formulate Condition E we need a preparatory

step.
Step (i). Since p^ satisfies (10.13) and (10.14) the conclusion 

of Lemma 7.2 holds. For the remainder of this chapter we choose

M£ and 6k > ° such that (7.17), (7.19) and (7.21) hold. For
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large l  we construct a Jordan curve J£ on 7J\ close to the 

perimeter of [0,2M£l] x [0,12M£2] by the method of Lemma 7.4. Spe

cifically, we find simple curves ^  and $3 on 7n which connect

the top and bottom edges of the strips

[OjAg] x [-A^,12M 2̂ + A^] and [2M̂ -| - A^ , 2M£-|] x [-A^,12M^2 + A^], 

respectively. Such curves can be found as parts of

Figure 10.9 The solid rectangle is [0,2M£-|] x [0,12M£2]; 

the outer dashed rectangle is [0,2M£-|] 
x [-A^,12M^2+A^]; the inner dashed rectangle 
is [A3,2M£ r A3]x[0,12M£2].

vertical crossings of these strips. Also we take self-avoiding

horizontal crossings r2 and r^ on 77{ of the strips

[0, 2M£1] x [-a4# - 1] and [0,2M£l] x [12M£2 + 1, 12M£2 + A4L

respectively. Starting from the left endpoint of r2(r ) 

u-j(u^) be the last intersection of r2(r^) with cj)̂; and u2(u3) the 

first intersection of r2(r^) Wl th ^ 3^see Fl’9• 10-9) • As in Lemma 
7.4 we denote the closed segment of from u^ to û  by , 

the closed segment of <j>3 from u2 to u3 by B2, the closed 

segment of r2 from u-| to u2 by A and the closed segment of 

r^ from u3 to u^ by C(again see Fig. 10.9). J£ is the Jordan 

curve consisting of B^,A,B2 and C. We shall be considering paths 

r = (v0,eis...,ev ,vv) on (Jp£ with the properties (7.39)- (7.41) 

(with J£ for J in these ). For brevity we shall refer to such 

paths simply as crosscuts of int(J£) in this chapter. For any such
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path we define, as in Def. 2.11 J^(r)(J^(r)) as the component of

int(J£)\ r with A(C) in its boundary.

With any crosscut r which in addition satisfies

(10.32) r c [0,2M£1] x [-,6M£2],

(roughly speaking this means that r lies in the lower half of j") 

we shall associate a crosscut r which also satisfies (7.34) -(7.41) 
and which lies "above" r. This associated r^ is found by means of 

a specially chosen circuit K on Qp£ and surrounding the origin.

To choose K recall that A is chosen in Condition D and set

(10.33) Ag = 20(A5 + A6 + A? + Ag + A + A + 1),

0 = (6A5 + 1) (3Ag + Ag + 4A3 + 7A + 1).

Next take for K a circuit on Qp£ surrounding the origin in the 

annulus

(10.34) [-20 - A3, 20 + A3] x [-20 - A3, 20 + A3]\ (-20,20) x (-20,20).

Such a circuit can be constructed in the manner of J above from

two vertical crossings ŝ  and s2 on Qq£ of

[-20 - A3, -20] x [-20 - A3,20 + A3] and ' [20,20 + A3] x [-20 -

20 + A3], together with two horizontal crossings s2 and s^ on

Qp£ of [-20 - A3, 20 + A3] x [-20 - A3, -20] and [-20 - A3 > 20 + A3]

X [20, 20 + A3] , respectively. By our choice of the constant

A (just after (10.12)) we can take the s. such that for any
5 ‘

two points y1 ,y2 on one there is a segment of connecting
y-j and y2 with diameter A^( |y-|-y2 1 + 1). We claim that any

pair of points y-j ,y2 on K is then connected by an arc of K of

diameter at most

(10.35) 3A5(|yr y2| + 2 A3 + l) .

This is obvious of y-| ,y2 lie on one s^. When y-j lies on s-j, 

y2 on s2 and u is the intersection of s-j and s2 on K, then

u lies in [-20 - A3# -20] x [-20 - A3, -20] , y^ to the left of

]R x {-20} and y2 below {-20} x ]R . From this it is not hard to 

see that
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l y ^ u l  i  |y1- y 2 l + 2A3 » i = i >2,

One therefore obtains the estimate (10.35) for the arc which goes 

from y.| to u along s-| and then from u to y2 along s2- When 

y-j lies on s-| and y2 on s3, then y-j lies to the left of the 

vertical line x(l) = -20 and y2 to the right of x(2) = 20 . In 

this case

3( |y-|-y2 | + 2A^) >_ 120 + 6A3 >_ diameter of the

annulus (10.34)

Since K is contained in the annulus, (10.35) is obvious in this 

case too (A*, has to be >_ 1 by its definition). Thus we showed

(10.35) in all typical cases.

We also want to arrange matters such that

(10.36) K is minimal,

in the sense that if vn and1 v2 are two vertices of Qp£ on K

(This is the obvious extension of Def. 10.1 to a

which are adjacent on Qp ,̂ then K contains an edge of Qp£ from 

v-| to v2 .
circuit). If K is not minimal, then we can make it minimal by insert

ing a number of suitable shortcuts of one edge. E.g., if v̂  and 

v2 are adjacent and e is an edge of Qp^ between them, but K 

itself does not contain such an edge, then we can replace K by

one of the arcs of K between v-| and v2 and the edge e. Si 

diameter (e) < A, the new circuit will still surround the square

nee

(10.37) (-20 + A, 20 - A) x (-20 + A, 20 + A),

and lie inside the square

(10.38) [-20 - A3 - A, 20 + A3 + A] x [-20 - A3 - A, 20 + A3 + A].

(Of course this holds only if we combine e with one of the two arcs 

of K between v̂  and v2; it fails for the other arc). Also the 

estimate (10.35) changes only a little. Any two points ,y2 on

the new circuit are now connected by an arc of the new circuit with 

diameter at most
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(10.39) 3A5(|y1-y2 | + 2A3 + 3A + 1).

These observations remain valid even if we replace several arcs of 

K by shortcuts. Indeed, denote for the time being the circuit 

obtained after the insertion of shortcuts by K1. Then any y e K' 

lies within A of some vertex z e K n K'. In particular, if 

y-j ,y2 e K 1 , then there exist z-|,z2 e K n K1 , | - z^ | 5 | y^ -y2 1 + 2A . 
Also some arc of K between z-̂ and z^ has diameter £  3A^(|z^-ẑ | 

+ 2A3 + 1). One can now find an arc of K' from y^ to .y2 which 

is within distance A from the arc of K from ẑ  to z^. (10.39) 

is immediate from this, as well as the fact that K1 lies outside

(10.37) and inside (10.38). We drop the prime in K' and for the 

remainder we assume that K is a fixed circuit inside (10.38), which 

surrounds (10.37), satisfies (10.36) and the estimate (10.39) .

For any vertex v=(v(l), v(2)) of Qp^ we set

K(v) = K + L v(l) J e1 + L v(2) J

K(v) is the translate of K by (Lv(l)J,Lv(2) J) and therefore 

v e int(K(v)). For any crosscut r = (vQ ,e1,...,ev ,vv) on Q £ 

of which satisfies (10.32) (in addition to (7.39) - (7.41)) we

set

(10.40) e(r) ="j“(r) U U K(w),
w

where the union runs over the vertices w = (w(l), w(2)) of Q ^ on 

r which satisfy

(10.41) |MJ>1 - 0 - 2A < w(1) < |m ^  + 0 + 2A ,

and l< = int(K) U K. Also 3(r) denotes the component of

int(J0) \  M r )  with C in its boundary. Note that e (r) is a

somewhat fattened up (near r) version of J~(r). £ (r) still lies 

below the horizontal line x(2) = 6M ^  + 20 + A^ + A (by (10.32) and

(10.38) ) so that for all large l  3(r) is well defined and even

contains a whole strip of int(J) near its upper edge C(C lies 

above x(2) = 12M^2)- We claim that for sufficiently large l  there 

exists a crosscut r^ on which satisfies (7.39) - (7.41) and
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(10.42) 3(r) = J+(r# ),

(10.43) ^ ( r )  cl'(r#), J*(r# ) c  J+(r), 

and

(10.44) r# c r U U K(w) ,
w

where the union in (10.44) runs over the same w as in (10.40). Of 

course r will simply be the "lower part" of the boundary of 

^(r). A formal proof of the existence of r proceeds by induction. 

Assume the vertices which enter in the union in (10.40) are

v • • • ,wm • Let
k

£ k = J^(r) U ^  K(w.),

and the component of int(J^) with C in its boundary.

Assume we already proved that 3>k = J*(rk) for some r^ on 

satisfying (7.39) - (7.41) and
*p£

k
(10.45) J^(r) c J“(rk), rk c r  U U K(w.) .

This statement is true for k = 0 if we take Cg = J~(r), 3g =
J*(r), rQ = r. We now show that the statement is then also true 

for k replaced by k+1. We shall find r^+  ̂ by a method similar to 

the construction of r from r̂  and r^ in the beginning of the 

proof of Prop. 2.3 (see the Appendix). ^ \̂ +] = £ |< u ^ wk+-|)- F°r 
large enough l  K(wk+-j) does not intersect the left and right 

pieces and B2 of J by virtue of (10.41). If a is an arc 

of K(wk+-|) which lies in J+(rk) except for its endpoints, v-j and 

V2* which lie on rk (see Fig. 10.10) then replace the piece of r^ 

between v̂  and v2 by a . This gives a new crosscut,

?k say, of int(J^) such that

?k d f o )  and rk C j ^ )  .

The proof of this statement is the same as for (A.38) - (A.40). If 

K(wk+-|) still contains a point above r^, and hence an arc above rk,
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Figure 10.10 The two dashed pieces of the circuit 

K(wk+1) lie in Jj(rk).

i.e.s in J (?k), we repeat the procedure until we arrive at a 

crosscut rk+1, made up from pieces of rk and K(wk+-|) such

that K(wk+-|) contains no more points of J£(rk+-|)* It is clear from 

the construction and the induction hypothesis (10.45) that

(10.46) k+1 c  rk U K(wk+1) e  r U ^ ( w . ) ,

Also, as in (A.38)

V i  c  J + ( r k}

and this implies, just as (A.38) implies (A.39),

(10.47) ^ (r) e  A (rk} C J i(rk+l)

(of course (10.45) is used for the first inclusion). Finally, we must 

show that 3k+i = J£(r|<+-|)* Buts by (10-46) rk+1 c  &k+1 . Therefore,

the connected subset *k+l of int(J0) \ £nt(Ja) ^ ek+l c int(J£) \ V i  wi

+ Jl(rk*l>- T° prove the inclusion

!^rk+l ). Then y can be connected

i C, such that (p minus its end-

(by (10.47); compare

(A.40)). Thus y e J£(rk) and y £~J”(rk). But neither can y lie

in K(wk+1). Indeed, the endpoint of <j> on C lies in ext(K(wk+^)) 

(recall that £ (r) lies below x(2) = + 20 + A^ + A). If

y e K(wk+-j), then cj) would intersect K(wk+-j), and since 4> minus
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its endpoint on C lies in J£(r|<+i)» this would imply that 
K(wk+1) still contains a point of J^(rk+1), contrary to our

construction of . Thus

y ^J-(rk) U K(wk+1) .

Since y was arbitrary in J+(rk+1) .and ek+1 c~J~(rk) U K(wk+1) 

by the induction hypothesis, and K(w.j) fl 3k = 0 for i _< k we now have

JI(,W  c int(lV  \ £ k+l •

Further, since ^£(r|<+-|) 1S connected and contains C in its boundary 

we also have

V V l ^  c  3k+l ’

and therefore

(10.48) JS, ^k+l^ 3k+l

as desired.

Now that we have shown how to obtain r. ,, from r. we can n k + 1 k
take rf = r , the crosscut obtained after the last K(w) has been m
added. (10.42) - (10.44) are then just (10.48) with k+1 = m and

(10.45) with k = m (plus the simole observation

J^(r#) = int(J^) \ J^(rf) c int(J£) \ J~(r) c: J^(r)

for the second part of (10.43)).

Step (ii). In this step we formulate Condition E, by means of ------ ,--
the path r . Throughout we shall assume large enough so

that the construction of Step (i) can be carried out. The specific 
#properties of r will only be used later; for the time being we 

only use the fact that to each r with properties (7.39) - (7.41)
JJL

and (10.32) we have assigned an rff in a specific way. Now assume 

that a) is an occupancy configuration on 57^ with all central 

vertices of faces F e 3 (F ft 3) occupied (vacant), and such that 

there exists an occupied crosscut of int(J^) which also satisfies 

(10.32). Analogously to Lemma 7.4 we shall say that a vertex a on 

r has a vacant connection to 6 above r inside a set r if there

-V-/ #
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exists a vacant path s* = (w*9f*,...9f*,w*) on which

satisfies the following conditions (10.49) - (10.51) :

(10.49)

(10.50)

(10.51)

there exists an edge f* of between a andO _|_
w* such that f* e  J£(r) H r 9

(w0 ’ f l

o
w* c C ,

,w* . ,f*\{w*}) = s*\{w*}) c J*(r) n r .
T-l T ' T ' T V

2
When r = F (so that the restrictions due to r are vacuous) we

o
simply talk about a vacant connection from a to C above r.

Once there exists some occupied r which satisfies (7.39)-(7.41) 

and (10.32) we know from Prop. 2.3 that there then also exists a unique 

such r with minimal J~(r). We denote this path by R = (vn ,e,9...9 
e 9v ). Associated with R is a path Rff as in Step (i). Now assume

V  V  M o
a# is a vertex of R which has a vacant connection to C above 

R^ inside

- ' I v i v

Finally assume that x e Id is such that Condition D holds for this x9 
and set

IDq = (x + k ^  + k2^2:ki eZs1' = •

Since Id was assumed periodic, IDq cz ̂  . Moreover, by the periodicity

assumptions in (10.9) Condition D remains valid when x is replaced 

by any element of IDq .

We now formulate Condition E. It requires that for suitable con

stants k . we can find a configuration a) which satisfies (10.53) -

(10.57). The specific values of the are unimportant. We only 

need 0 < k _- < 00 and that the «• depend only on and A1 M 1 px, p)6
but not on £,a)9R,a , p^ or p'.

Condition E. Let i >_ Kg and let u) be an occupancy configuration 

on which has an occupied crosscut of int(J^) and is such that

(10.52) all central vertices of Qp£ outside Id are occupied, 
while all central vertices of Qp£ are vacant.

Let R be the occupied crosscut of int(J£) with J£(R) minimal
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and let R be associated to R as in Step (i). Then for every
M M  o M

vertex a on R which has a vacant connection to C above R
~  ̂ M

inside there exists an occupancy configuration w = oj(oo5a^) on
with the following properties (10.53) - (10.57).

u

(10.53) u(v) = Ol(v) for all vertices v of

wi th 1 v(i)
M

- aff(i) | > k i for i £  1 or 2.

(Recall that io(v) is the value of go at the vertex v of

> and similarly for u)(v); the more explicit notation 

u5(u),a^)(v) for o)(v) should not be necessary.)

(10.54) If v is a central vertex of Q which does

not belong to id » and hence o)(v) = 1, then 
u)(v) = 1.

(10.55) If v is a central vertex of and hence

u)(v) = -1, then uS(v) = -1.

(10.56) In the configuration a) there exists an occupied

crosscut R of int(J£) satisfying (7.39) - (7.41) 

and with J~(R) minimal among all such crosscuts. 

Moreover on R there exists a vertex x from tog with 

a vacant (in the configuration S ) connection Y* to 

6 above R, and such that |x-a^| £  k 2 .

(10.57) Any vertex y from lbQ which lies on the R of

(10.56) and which has a vacant connection to £ above 

R in the configuration £5 satisfies (a) or (b) 

below.
o

a) y lies on R and has a vacant connection to C 

above R in the configuration go .

b) | y-a^| £  k 3 . ///

We merely add one explanatory comment. The requirements (10.54) 

and (10.55) just guarantee that oo also satisfies (10.52). By 

(7.2), (7.3), and (10.16) the condition (10.52) has to be satisfied 

with Pp -probability one as well as with PpI-probability one. If

we did not have (10.52) for go, then the simple estimate (10.64) would
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fail. Unfortunately, (10.54) necessitates much extra work; "strong 

minimality" and "shortcuts of two edges" are used in Steps (iv) - (ix) 

only for (10.54). The purpose of the other requirements in Condition 

E should become evident in the next step.

Step (iii). In this step we derive (10.21) from Condition E. As 

we observed above it suffices to prove

lim
£ -* oo

^(2M^;i ,p sQpĵ ) 0 , i 1,2,

and we shall only deal with (10.31). The proof of (10.31) mimicks 

the proof of (7.35), at least initially. We restrict ourselves to 

i = 1. Analogously to Lemma 7.4 we shall drop the subscript £ for 

the time being, and set

E = { 3 occupied path r = (v0,e-|,... ,e ,v ) on 

Qp£ with the properties (7.39) - (7.41) and (10.32)} .

Note that we have added the requirement (10.32) ; this was absent in the 

definition of E in Lemma 7.4. Moreover, J as defined in Step (i) 

differs somewhat from the J in Lemma 7.4. Nevertheless the argument 

used in Lemma 7.4 still shows that

^ f y T - P ' V  1 PP'{E} ’

so that it suffices to prove

(10.58) lim P ,{E} = 0 .
£ 00 P

In addition to E we also introduce the event in which the 

restriction (10.32) is dropped. We denote this by E^:

E-j = { 3  occupied path r = (vQ,e-|,... ,e ,v ) on 

Q 0 with the properties (7.39) - (7.41)} .p)6

Analogously to Lemma 7.4 we write for any r which satisfies (7.39)- 

(7.41)

N(r) = N(r,aj) = # of vertices of in it Q and on

r fl int(J) which have a vacant connection to C above

r
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Again note the slight differences with (7.50); the fact that we only 

count vertices in tog is crucial. If E occurs then all the vertices

of R counted in N(R,a)) are pivotal for (E^oo), by Ex. 4.2(iii).

Set

p(t) = t p0 + (l-t)p1 

and for x as in the last steo

a = P

Then, since to 

vectors we have

Po

0

(x is occupied} - Pp,Tx is occupied} . 

consists of the translates of x by integral

a = min {P {v is occupied} - P ,{v is occupied}} 
v e toQ Po p

and by assumption (10.17) a > 0. By Russo's formula (Prop. 4.2) 

we have as in (7.42), and (7.51).

( 1 0 . 5 9 )  ^ P p ( t ) { E 1 } -  “ E p ( t ) {# o f  P i v o t a l  s i t e s  i n  to0 f o r

E.|} >_ a E ^  {N(R); E occurs} .

We must now find a lower bound for the right hand side of (10.59)

Assume that E occurs, and that R = r for a path r satisfying

(7.39) - (7.41) and (10.32). If r^ be the path associated to

r as in Step (i), set

# # #M(r ) = number of vertices a on r which have
° $a vacant connection to C above r inside T.

Our first estimate is that for each m we can choose £g = £g(m) such 

that for all l  >_ £g and all 0 £  t £  1 .

(10.60) Pp(t)^ E occurs and M(R^) > m} > pp. ^  \  S27 5

where 627 is as in (7.19). To see this we observe that as in 

(7.46), (7.51).

P ^  (E occurs and M(R^)~ >_ m} .

> I pp(t) {R = r,R# = r # }

r Pp(t) (M(r#) _> m|R = r, R = r#}
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where the sum is over all paths r which satisfy (7.39) - (7.41) and 

(10.32) and r^ is the path associated to r by Step (i). By

definition of M(R) and vacant connections, (see (10.49)- (10.51))
# —  #M(r ) depends only on the occupancies of vertices outside J~(r ).

On the other hand the event {R = r, R^ = r̂ } = {R = r} , since
# #r and R are the paths which are associated uniquely to r and 

R, respectively. Further, by Prop. 2.3 {R = r} depends only on 

occupancies of the vertices in J (r) c  J (r ) (by (10.43)). There

fore, for fixed r^ satisfying (7.39)-(7.41).

Pp(t) W r #) > m|R = r, R# = r#} = Pp(t){M(r# ) > m} .

Now as in Remark 7(ii) to Lemma 7.4 (especially (7.75)) we have 

for all sufficiently large l

(10.61) Pp^{M(r^) >_ m} _> j  Pp { 3 at least one vertex a^ on r^

# ...with a vacant connection to C above r inside r 1},

where
r' = r ;  = [ | m m . | m41] x K

Moreover, exactly as in (7.61), the probability in the right hand 

side of (10.61) is at least

Pp { 3 vacant vertical crossing on of

[f M5,i > f  MjU  ̂ x C'A4 ’ 12M£2 + V

-  - 1). 1 )  '> 2’Po,(ipji) -  S27 ’

(10.60) follows by combining these observations with the facts

E = U {R = r , R# = r# } ,
r

where the union runs over all r which satisfy (7-39)-(7.41) and 

(10.32) , and

W e } - p p '{e} ’ o < t < 1 .

which follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that E is an increasing 

event.
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The second important estimate for our proof concerns the event

G(m,ri)' = (E occurs, M(R^) > m, but N(R) < nm} .

We shall show that for some T]»T2 independent of n , m and 

£(but dependent on Pq and p1).

(1 0 .62) Pp(t) {G(m,n)} 1  ̂ (n + ~ )  , J < t < f  ,

for all sufficiently large £ . Before proving (10.62) we show that

it quickly implies (10.58). Indeed, on the event

{E occurs, M(Rff) ^ m ,  but G(m,n) fails}

one has N(R) > nm> so that by (10.60) and (10.62)

Ep(t){N(R); E occurs}

—  ntn(Pp(t)‘l'E occurs> M(R ) > - P„f^{G(m,n)})

> nm{-̂ 627 Pp.{E} - T1n - 1R12 ),

p(t)

Thus, by (10.59), for large £

3

1 > l ^ pP(t) {Ei}dt

T  3
4

t1t2■> anm / (j  627 PQ* {E> - T-jri--- L̂ -) dt
1
4

= j  anm (“ 627 PQ.{E> - - t 1t2
) •

Consequently, for all r\,m

-1 t1t2
limsup {2 ^ 2 7  PP '̂ E  ̂“ Tin --- — )} <
£ "*■ 00 

or equivalently

limsup p ,{E} < (-^r + n n  +
£  00 r  27

t1t2

anm

By first choosing n small, then m large we obtain the desired 

(10.58). As we saw above this implies (10.31) and (10.21).
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iheorem 10.2 has been reduced to (10.62) which we now prove 
iy means of Condition E. Let

H(A,n) = {E occurs, M(R#) = A, but N (R) < rjm } .

'hen

,10.63) G(m,A) = U H(A,n) .
A m

.et a) be a configuration in H(A,n) which satisfies (10.52). Then 

)y definition of M(.), in the configuration w there are A vertices
if o M

)n R which have a vacant connection to C above R inside r.
# #Denote these by a^9...,a^ in an arbitrary order. To each one of

these there is assigned by Condition E a configuration ui(u),â ) with
J

the properties (10.53)-(10.57) . Let S be any square. Denote 

Dy a)s the set of all configurations which agree with w at all 

sites in S. We show first that there exists a constant > 0 (which 

depends on p' and pQ , but not on £, S,o> , R or a ) such that

(10.64) ^ ( t J ^ S ^ *  aj ^  -  t3 Pp(t){(V ’ 4 - t - f  ‘

This is easy to see, since u)(u), a^ ) is obtained from a) by 

changing at most sites for some depending on the graph

only, by (10.53). Moreover, if v is a site with u)(v) = +1,
S(v) = -1, then either v is not a central site of Q Q , or it ispio
a central site of which belongs to Vo (by (10.54)). In the

former case,for t _> 1/4

P is vacant} > t P fv is vacant}
P\W Pq

> i p  {v is vacant} > 0,
- 4 Po

since pQ «  T  (see (10.13)). In the latter case, for t £  3/4 

Pp(t){v 1S vacant  ̂ ^  (1-t) Pp ,{v is vacant}

> \  vv{a)(v) = -1} > 0

by (10.17). On the other hand, if uj ( v ) = -1 and w(v) = +1, then 

by (10.55) v is not a central vertex of . Therefore, for
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t > 1/4

Pp(t){v is occupied} ^  Pp {v is occupied} > 0,

this time by Pg »  0 (see (10.13)). Therefore, in all cases, if 

v has a different state in w then in w, then

{v is in the state prescribed by id }

—  5 Po(t) 1S ™  state prescribed by w}

for some 6 = 6(pg,p') > 0. Consequently (10.64) holds with

Next we note that for fixed £ we can choose S so large that 

all events which we consider only depend on the configuration in S.

Indeed we are only interested in a)(v) for v in J = J U int(J), and
#0)(v) = U)(v) except possibly for v with |v(i) - a (i) | ^  for

some a e J (see (10.53)). The last property also allows us to
~ ~ # # choose a)c(a),a ) as a function of o)Q and a only (when S is

large enough). Accordingly we denote it by 0̂ ( 0̂ ,a ) below. We also

repeat the observation that by (7.2), (7.3) and (10.16) the condition

(10.52) holds with Pp -probability one as well as with Ppl-probability

one. Consequently it also holds with Pp^^-probability one for all

0 < t < 1. We therefore conclude from (10.64) that

(10.65) pp(t) ^ A,rî  1 pp(t){V  
“s

X

- "rTT" £ I Pp(t){“ŝ a)s,ajl
Wr J I

5

where £ is the sum over all configurations uj~ in S for
U)$

which H(X,n) occurs, and (10.52) holds inside S. We now rearrange 

the double sum in the last member of (10.65); on the outside we sum over 

the possible "values" of 03̂ (a)Q ,a: ), and inside we sum over the ojq
_ o J  o

and j for which o)s(o)s ,aj ) equals a specified configuration. This 

yields
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pp(t)

pairs

and

{H(x,n)} <-  t3a _
0),
 ̂ Pp(t){“S}

1L n
o)$ and aw on Rw (o)$) with

o)$ such that H(A,n) occurs ) .

(number of

~ / $\ 03$V 03$ J 3 )

The sum over au runs over all possible configurations in S, and ̂ S al ai
we have written R (ojs) for R (co), again because R* depends on 

o)$ only for large S. If we sum the last inequality over A _> m, 

then we obtain, by virtue of (10.63),

pp(t) i ~ n ; r  £ pp(t)^s>- (number °f Pairs
3 aL

Al n  O n

o)$ and aff on Rff(o)$) with w$(o)$,af) = ui$ and lo$ 

such that G(m,n) occurs).

Finally we shall prove that for any given oL there are at most
Al Al o  n

K5(nm + Kg) pairs o)$ and a on Rff(o)$) with ws(cos,aF) = gJ$ 

and such that G(m,ri) occurs in u)$. This will imply

Pp(t){G(,T1,r|)} i — Kg (pm + Kg),

which is the desired (10.62) (k $ and depend only on k ^-k3 and (* ).

Now fix a configuration oL in S and let o)Q be a configura-
o U jiO

tion such that G(m,n) occurs and let a lie on Rf(o)Q) such that
M _  # *

o)$(o)$,a ) = o)$. Then a has to be a vertex with a vacant connection
n M U

to C above R (o)~) (these were the only a for which we ever
o AL 41

considered 00(00, aff)). By (10.56) 0)5(03$, a )  = w$ must then be

such that it has a lowest crosscut R of J and a vertex x from

ttu with a vacant connection to 6 above R in configuration oL
u ~ # _  ̂
and such that |x(i) - a (i)| < k 9. Now we are only given oj- ,U M c. ^ O
and know neither R,R^ nor a . However R is the lowest crosscut in

configuration co$, and hence there is at most one possibility for R 

for a given oL. Next we must check how many possibilities there are
^ ^ n

for x. By (10.57), if o>$ arose as 0)5(03$,aff), then the number 
of vertices from IDq on R with a vacant connection above R to 

C in o)$ is limited. It either is of the type described in 

(10.57)(a) or (10-57)(b). There are at most nm vertices of type
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(10.57) (a) in int(J) if a)<* is such that G(m,n) occurs (because 

by definition N(R,o)s) < m  in this case). Also, there are at most 
Kg vertices of type (10.57)(b) or on R n J. Thus, any ujg which 

can arise from an a)g for which G(m,n) occurs has at most 

nm + Kg vertices in with a vacant connection above R(ojg) to

6 in configuration aL. Thus, there are at most rim + k c choices_  o b
for x for any uu which can arise at all. But once we picked
~ ^ j±
x, we have at most k 7 choices for aff by (10.56). Finally, if 

we know oĵ  = a3g(ajg,aff) and a , then there are at most Kg 

possibilities for o)Q , because (by (10.53)) au differs from
ft __ ^ 5 #
 ̂ = onl>y in a flxed neighborhood of a . In total, 

starting with we can make at most (nm + K g ) ^ ^  choices

for x, a^ and This bound completes the proof of (10.62)

and Theorem 10.2 (modulo the derivation of Condition E from Condition 

D in the next section). f~l

Proof of Theorem 10.3. The principal idea was already explained 

before the statement of the theorem. Let K be the graph obtained 

from % by close-packing only the faces F in 3 \  , where

is as in (10.23). (3q = 0 if W is obtained by applying only

(10.22)). Clearly K is one of a matching pair of graphs, based 

on (Tr̂ 'S-|), and H is a subgraph of Q, while & is the subgraph 

of K obtained by removing all vertices in as in (10.22);
again ^  = 0 if only (10.23) is applied to construct W). An 

occupied cluster on W is an occupied cluster on K which does not 

contain any vertices of 1̂ , and hence remains unchanged if all 

vertices in 1^ are made vacant with probability one. Moreover

Cor. 2.1 applied to K shows that for any vertex Zq of M

#(occupied cluster of on K)

< (#occupied cluster of z~ on K J— 0 pi' •

Therefore

( 10.66)

where in the right hand side we make vertices in 

probability one, and for other vertices of

oN on «))

z0 on
V }) ■

ces in Itq vacant with

V we use the measure
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P . However, K „ is just Q ,  with the central vertices of 
P0
faces in (and the edges incident to these vertices removed). The

right hand side of (10.66) therefore equals

(10.67) Ep,(#(occupied cluster of zQ on Qp£) ,

where

Pp, {v is occupied} = 0 if v £ or if v is a central 

vertex of a face F e 3q ,

while

P , {v is occupied} = P {v is occupied} for all other 
P Po
vertices v of •

With Id as in (10.24), these are just the relations (10.25) and 

(10.26), which in turn say that Pp , is of the form (10.15) and 

satisfies (10.16) and (10.17). Indeed, for v e t o  we now have

vv{co(v) = 1} = Pp , M v )  = 1} = 0 < yy{oj(v) = 1}

= Pn (w(v) = 1} . 
p0

because of pQ »  0 and (7.2). Thus Theorem 10.2 applies and 

(10.67) is finite. But then also the left hand side of (10.66) is 

finite. Theorem 10.3 now follows from Cor. 5.1 applied to the 

graph # . □

10.3 Derivation of Condition E from Condition D .

In this section we fill the gap left in the proof of Theorem 

10.2. The proof is broken down into six steps, numbered (iv)-(ix) 

(because we already had Steps (i)-(iii) of the proof of Theorem 10.2). 

Condition E says that one can make a local modification in the occu- 

pancy configuration around a site a on R with a vacant connec

tion in C. The modified configuration is to have a site from 

(defined in step (ii)) with a vacant connection above the lowest hori

zontal crossing in the new configuration. Basically this is obtained 

by translating the point x together with the paths U and V* 

of condition D and "splicing in" the translate of U into the lowest 

crossing R and connecting the translate of V* to the vacant con-
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# °nection from a to C. A good part of the construction takes place 

in int(K(a)) (see Step (i) for an a with a^ on K(a). We begin 

with a method for making well controlled connections between (endpoints 

of) paths.

Step (iv). By a corridor K of width we mean the union of a 

finite sequence of rectangles Dq ,...,D^ or of the form

(10.68) ^2i ~ ta2i >a2 i+^7^ x [ ^ i  5̂ 2i+^2i  ̂9

(10.69) D2i+1 = [a2i + l ’ a2i+1+k2i+1^x ^b2 i ’ b2 i+A7^

with ^2i 9̂ 2i +1 —  ^7  anc* ar^itrary 
nectivity condition that Dj and 

intersect in a square of size A ^ x A^. 

have disjoint interiors; see Fig. 10.11.

, b., and satisfying the con-
J

have a corner in common and

However, D. 1 and D .(1 must 
J-l J+l

The first edge of the corridor

Figure 10.11 A typical corridor. The solid rectangles have odd 
indices, the dashed rectangles have even indices.

A
K = U D. will be the short edge of Dn which does not belong to 

i=0 1 u
D-|, i.e., [aQ ,a0+A7] x {bQ} or [aQ,aQ+A7] x {b0+kQ}, whichever one is
disjoint from D-j. The last edge of K is that short edge of

which does not belong to D, . A similar definition holds if
A A"

K = U D. (which starts with a rectangle of odd index). For the 
i=1 1
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duration of this proof only we shall call a path r = (vQ,e.j,... ,e^,e^) 

on Q„n strongly minimal if it is minimal (see Def. 10.1), and if in
pic

addition for any i < j such that v- and v. are vertices of 3ft
w

which are not adjacent on 3ft, but lie on the perimeter of one face 

F e 3 whose central vertex u does not belong to to , one has j = i+2 

and v.j+i is a central vertex of Qp£ which does not belong to ib .

In a strongly minimal path two vertices on the perimeter of a single 

face F e 3 whose central vertex does not belong to to are always 

connected in one of two ways: either by a single edge of the path which

belongs to the perimeter of F, or by two successive edges of the path 

which go through a central vertex of Qp^ not in to . Note that two 

vertices v- and v. may be simultaneously on the perimeter of severalI J
faces and that there may be several central vertices which are adjacent 

to both v.j and v .; for this reason we did not require vi+1 = u in 

the above definition. In analogy with Def. 10.2 we shall call a short

cut of two edges of the path (v q ^^ ,... ,ev ,v ) a string e, u, f of 

an edge, vertex and edge of Qp^ such that for some i < j, v̂  and 

Vj are not adjacent on Qp£, v.. and u (u and v^) are the end

points of e(f) and u is a central vertex of Qp^ which does not 

belong to to , and is different from all the v-, 0 <_ i <_ v . (Since

a central vertex has only non-central neighbors (Comment 2.3(iv)) v̂

and v. have to lie on the perimeter of some face F e 3 of 3ft if 
J

there is a shortcut of two edges between them.)

A minimal path for which there do not exist shortcuts of two edges 

is strongly minimal. However, the converse is not quite true. A 

strongly minimal path (Vg,e^,...,e^,v^) can have a shortcut of two 

edges e, u, f between two vertices v̂  and v^, but this can happen 

only if j = i+2, v.. and v̂  lie on the perimeter of a face F-j e 3 

of 3ft and v.j+i is the central vertex of F-j, but does not belong to 

to . In this case u has to be the central vertex of another face 

F2 e 5 of 3ft, u must be outside to and v.., v.^ must lie on the 

perimeter of F2 , as well as on the perimeter of F^.

In this step we prove that for every corridor K of width Ay 

there exists a strongly minimal path r = (vQ ,e^,... ,ev ,v^) on Qp£ 

such that

(10.70) r C K and v q (vv ) are within distance 3A 

from the first (last) edge of K .
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This statement remains true if Qp£ is replaced by Q*£ Note that
no statements about the occupancy of r are made. The proof is carried 

out only for Qp£ and only by means of a single case illustration.

2v
Assume X = U D. and that a corner on the top edge of Dn , 

i=0 1 0
[aQ ,a0+Ay] x {bg+kg}, is also a corner of D-j. Then the first edge of

X is the bottom edge of DQ , U q ^ q+a ^] x {bQ}. Assume also that D2v_-| 

and D2v have a corner in common which lies on the bottom edge of 

Then the last edge of X is the top edge of D2v, [a2̂ ,a2v+A^] 

x ^b2v+k2v^ ' To a stron9^y minimal r satisfying (10.70) let 
s2l- be a vertical crossing on Qp^ of

°2i := ta2i+2Asa2i+A7“2A^ x tb2i+2A,b2i+k2i“2A]

and s2i+l a horizontal crossing on Qp^ of

D2i+1 := ta2i+l+2A,a2i+l+k2i+l"2A-l x -̂b2i+l+2A,b2i+l+A7~2A-̂

All these crossings exist by our choice of A^ and Ay = A^+4A. Now,

since and intersect in a AyxAy square, and D .+1
intersect in a (Ay-4A) x (Ay-4A) = A^xA^ square. The latter square 

is crossed horizontally by 

Thus s, and

5̂  and vertically by s.+1, if j is odd.

s. and s.i intersect, necessarily in a vertex of Q A 
J «J+ * p^

similar argument works for even j. We can therefore put together

pieces of sQ ,... ,s2v to obtain a path s = (u0,f-j,... ,fa ,ug) with

possible double points, which satisfies 

(10.71) ( U "I 9 f 2 5 ■ ’ ’ 5 f(j- "j 5 Ug_ "J ) X : =
2v . 
U D. 
i=0 1

and

(10.72) f̂  intersects [a0+2A,a0+Ay-2A]x{bQ+2A}, while fQ 

intersects [a2v+2A,a2v+Ay-2A]x {b2v+k2v~2A^

(see Fig. 10.12 for v = 1). By loop removal, as described in Sect. 2.1 

we can make s into a self-avoiding path, without changing its initial 

or endpoint. Since loop removal only takes away pieces of a path, we 

obtain after loop removal a self-avoiding path, which we shall denote 

by s = (Uq ,f-j , * • •,fsu^_), which satisfies the analogue of (10.71), i . e .
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Figure 10.12
solid rectangles are the 

The boldly drawn path is

D.i

The _
the dashed ones the D.l

(10.73) (u-j 9f-j j... 5u^_i ) C K .

However (10.72) need not be valid any longer. Nevertheless Uq = Uq .

ut = ua so that, by (10.72) and (10.12)

(10.74) uQ is within distance A of [a0+2A,a0+A7-2A]x {bQ+2A}

and u is within distance A of [a +2A,a +A..-2A]a v v 7 J

* {b2v+k2v_2A} '

We shall now replace s by a minimal path, by introducing shortcuts of 

one edge, whenever necessary. Specifically, assume s is not minimal. 

Let u. be the first vertex which is adjacent on Q 0 to a u. with1 pic J
j .> i+2. Take the highest j with this property and replace the piece 

fi+1,ui+1,...,fj_1 of s by a single edge of Qp£ from ui to uy  
By repeated application of this procedure we obtain a minimal path from 

Uq to u^, which we still denote by s = (u q , ^ ,...,fT ,u^). Since its 

vertices form a subset of the vertices of the original s we have (see 
f in ^
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(10.75) {u-1,...sut_1} <= K .

Of course (10.74) remains valid.

If s is not strongly minimal we also introduce shortcuts of two 

edges. This time we take the smallest i for which there exists a 

j .> i+2 such that u. and u. lie on the perimeter of a face F e 3,
' vJ

whose central vertex does not belong to Id , but not such that j = i+2 

and u^+-| a central vertex of Qp^ outside lb . Again we take the 

maximal j with this property, and replace the piece fi+-j -. »fj_i

of s by a piece of two edges and a vertex in between, e, u, f say, 

with u the central vertex of F and e(f) the edge from u. to u 

(from u to u.). The insertion of this piece of two edges neither
vJ

introduces double points, nor destroys the minimality of s. Indeed if 

u were equal to u^ for some k < i, then by the minimality of s 

this would require i = k+1 and j = k+1 (since u^ would then be 

adjacent to u. and u.). This is clearly impossible, as is u = u..
I J I

A similar argument excludes u = u^ with k j- Thus the new path 

has no double points. Also, if u is adjacent to some u^ with 

k < i then u^ has to lie on the perimeter of F (the central vertex 

of F is adjacent only to vertices on the perimeter of F). Then u^ 

and u- with j > k+2 lie on the perimeter of F whose central ver-
J

tex u is outside lb . This contradicts the choice of û  as the 

first vertex with such a property. Thus u is not adjacent to u^ 

with k < i and a similar argument works for k > i. Consequently 

the new path is minimal, as claimed. After a finite number of insertions 

of shortcuts of two edges we arrive at a strongly minimal path 

r = (vQ ,e1,... ,ev ,vv) with Vq = Uq , v^ = u^. We claim that this path 

r satisfies (10.70). r satisfies the last part of (10.70) by virtue 

of (10.74). But also r c K follows. Indeed any edge or shortcut of 

two edges has diameter at most 2A, by virtue of (10.12). Therefore r 

contains only points within distance 2A from some vertex 

u-|,...,u^_i, i.e.,

r c  (2A)-neighborhood of K c  K (see (10.75)).

Thus r has the properties claimed in (10.70). It is clear that the 

whole argument goes through unchanged on Q* .p)c
We shall use the above procedure for making a path strongly minimal 

a few more times. We draw the readers attention to two aspects of the 

procedure. Firstly, we do not insert a shortcut of two edges between
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any pair of vertices u. and u.^ if u^+-| is already a central 

vertex of some face F e 3 of #?, with t Lj . Secondly, the

procedure is carried out in a specific order, first loop removal, then 

insertion of shortcuts of one edge and finally insertion of shortcuts 

of two edges. In all three of these subprocedures we work from the 

initial vertex of the path to the final one.

Step (v). In this step we make a remark about combining strongly 

minimal paths. Let r =  (vQ ,e1,... ,ev ,vv ) and s =  (Uq , ^ ,...,fa ,uQ )

be strongly minimal paths on d . such that
p)6

|v -un | < A-.+6A .1 v 0 1 — 7

By definition of Ag (see the lines following (10.12)) there then 

exists a path t on from vv to uQ with diameter (t) £  Ag .

Now consider the path (with possible double points) consisting of r, 

t and s (in this order) and make it into a strongly minimal path 

from Vq to ug . The procedure for making the path strongly minimal 

consists of loop removal and insertion of shortcuts of one or two edges 

as described for s and s in the last step. Denote the resulting 

strongly minimal path from Vq to ug by <r,t,s> . Then the follow

ing holds.

(10.76) <r,t,s> contains all vertices û  of s for which

(distance from û  to r) > Ag+2A for all j > i, j _< a .

To prove (10.76) observe that u. can be removed from s during loop 

removal only if û  belongs to a loop which starts on r U t and ends 

with a u., j > i, because s itself is self-avoiding. But this means
vJ

that u. equals some vertex on r U t. In this case the distance from 
J

Uj to r is <_ Ag 9 since any point of t is within distance Ag from 

the initial point of t, which equals the endpoint v^ of r. Next 

assume u. is removed when a shortcut of one or two edges is inserted. 

One endpoint of the shortcut has to be a vertex of the combination of 

r, t and s following u.. This has to be a u. with j > i. If
■ J

the shortcut has any point in common with r U t then the above argu

ment again gives us (10.76), in view of the fact that the diameter of 

the shortcut is at most 2A. Finally any shortcut disjoint from r U t 

would be a shortcut for s itself, and no such shortcuts are inserted 

because s was already strongly minimal. Thus (10.76) always holds.
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Assume now that s lies within distance 2A from some rectangle 

B, and that r lies outside B (in addition to the assumptions on r 

and s already made in the beginning of this step). Then <r,t,s> 

also has the following property:

(10.77) <r,t,s> contains only points of r U s  plus points

within distance Ag+4A from each of r, s and Fr(B).

The proof of (10.77) is essentially contained in the proof of (10.76). 

Certainly t lies within distance Ag from each of its endpoints,

(which lies on r) and Ug (which lies on s). Moreover Ug lies 

inside B or within 2A from Fr(B). In the former case t runs from 

the outside of B to a point inside B and hence intersects Fr(B).

In both cases t lies within Ag+2A from Fr(B). The only points on 

<r,t,s> which do not belong to r U t U s are points of certain short

cuts. If the shortcut contains a point of t or runs from a point of 

r to a point of s, then the above argument again shows that all points 

of the shortcut are within distance A^+4A from r, s and from Fr(B). 

Finally, as we saw in the proof of (10.76) no shortcuts from a point of 

s to a point of s are inserted, and for the same reason no shortcuts 

from a point of r to a point of r are inserted. This takes care of 

all possible cases and proves (10.77).

Step (vi). This very long step gives a number of preparatory steps 

for the description of the local modifications of occupancy configura

tions which figure in Condition E. The basic objective is to construct 

a path R which is a crosscut of int(J^) and which differs only 

slightly from the "lowest occupied crosscut" R of int(J^) and, most 

importantly, contains a translate x of the vertex x in Condition D,O ^
such that x has (almost) a vacant connection to C above R. We 

choose for x a translate of x, such that x is not too far away
M

from R and is near a point a which has a vacant connection s* to

C above R (actually above R ). To obtain R we replace a piece of

R by a curve on Q 0 which contains x. To construct the vacant
P* ° *

connection from x to C we construct a connection on Qn0 from xn P*
to the initial point of s*, near a , and then continue along s* to
o
C. Unfortunately, the details are complicated and the reader is advised 

to refer frequently to Figure 10.13-10.17 to try and see what is going 

on.
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Now for the details. Let oj be an occupancy configuration in 

which the event E occurs (see Step (iii) for E). Let 

R = (vn ,e,,...,e ,v ) be the occupied crosscut of int(J0) with
U I V V X/

minimal J~(R) among all occupied crosscuts which satisfy (7.39)-(7.41))C m
and (10.32). Associated with it is a crosscut Rff satisfying (7.39)- 

(7.41) and (10.42)-(10.44) (with r, r^ replaced by Rs R^) as in Step
M M

(i). Assume further that aff e Rff has a vacant connection 

s* = (w£,f?,... ,f*,w*) to C above R^ in r .
U I T T X/ u

We shall now use the specific properties of Rf to prove that the 

following relations hold (K is the special circuit of Step (i) and 

K(a) = K+ [_a(1) + [_ a(2) as before):

(10.78) (distance from a^ to R) > 0  9

(10.79) a^ e K(a) for some vertex a on R with

\ M£1 - 0 -2A < a(l) < | M£1 + 0 + 2 A  , and

(10.80) s* c: ext K(a).

Assume that (10.78) fails. Then we can find some point b on R with 

|a^-b| < 0 and hence for some vertex w of Qp£ on R (w can be 

taken as an endpoint of the edge containing b)

|Wq-w | < |w*-a^| + |a^-b| + |b-w|

< 0+2A .

Since K surrounds the square (10.37) this means that Wq e int(K(w)). 

Further, from w^ e T£ we obtain

J-M41- 0 - 2A < w (1) < | m a1+ 0+ 2A .

In other words K(w) c  £(R) (see (10.40) and (10.41)). This, however, 

is impossible since £(R) is disjoint from 3(R) (by definition of 

3(R)), while by (10.42) 3(R) = J£(R^). Thus wg , which is a point of

J £(R^) (see (10.51)) cannot lie in £(R). This contradiction implies 

that (10.78) holds.

(10.79) is now easy. By virtue of (10.44) a^ e R^ lies on R or 

on some K(a) for which (10.79) holds, a^ e R is excluded by (10.78). 

Also (10.80) follows, since s*\{w*} c jJ(R^) (see (10.51)), and as we



saw above J0(Rff) = 3(R) is disjoint from all K(a) which can arise 

in (10.79). Moreover w* e C (by (10.50)) lies above the line 

x(2) = 12Me? (see Step (i)) and outside K(a) since R satisfies 

(10.32).

For the remainder fix a vertex a of Q 0 on R such that 

(10.78)-(10.80) hold. For the sake of argument assume that a lies 

on the "left half of the lower edge of K(a)", i.e.s

(10.81) a#(l)<a(l), a#(2) < a(2) - 20+A ;

see Fig. 10.13. Similar arguments will apply in the other cases. Let 

x e Id have the properties listed in Condition D and choose ,k2 £ 2

304

Figure 10.13

such that x := x+(k-|,k2) lies in the closed unit square centered at 

(10.82) a (5Ay+2Ag+ 3A+A+1jAg+A^+A^+lOA+A+l).

Then, by the periodicity x also has the properties listed in Condition 

D. We can therefore find B = B(x) and paths U on V* on Q*£

such that a)-e) of Condition D (with x for x) hold. We note that by 

(10.37) and (10.38) K(a) lies in the annulus
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G := [[ a(l) J-20-A3-A5[ a(l) J+20+A3+A] 

x [[_ a(2) J-20-A3-A, a(2) J+20+A3+A]

\  ( L a(1) J-20+A, |_ a(l) J+20-A)

X ( L a(2) J -20+A, a(2) J+20-A).

By (10.81), (10.82) and (10.33) B = B(x) lies in the interior of 

the inner boundary of G .  In fact

(10.83) distance (B,G) > Ag+6A .

We now want to "splice U into R" and connect V* to s*. We first 

connect those endpoints of U and V* near the perimeter of B to 

K(a) c  G , by paths which run to the outside of G. These paths should 

not interfere with each other, nor should they be too far away from B 

(for purposes of the construction to follow). We put these paths inside 

three corridors K^, and K* of width A^. A typical illustration 

of these corridors is shown in Fig. 10.14. Formally, we require that 

they have the properties (10.84)-(10.92) below.

o
(10.84) The corridors are disjoint from B (= interior of B(x)).

(10.85) The first edge of K^(K ) is on the left (right) edge

of B, i.e., on {x(l)-A}x [x(2)-A,x(2)+A]

({x(l)+A}x [x (i)-a ,x (2)+A]). Moreover the first edge
of (Kj intersects the edge e-j (ep) of U (cf.

Condition Dc). Finally the distance between (K^)

and {u. ,...,u } ({un ,...,u. }) is at least A.+9A, 
iQ p O iQ 6

while the distance between u and V* is at

least Ag+5A .

(10.86) The first edge of K* is on the top edge of B, in the 

segment [x(l)-A+Ag ,x(l)+A-Ag]x {x(2)+A} and intersects 

the edge e* of V*. The distance between K* and U 

is at least Ag.

(10.87) Let D£ be the last rectangle in the corridor K £. It 

is of the even-indexed type (10.68) and intersects G 

only in the latter's bottom strip
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C L  a ( 1 )  J-2e-A3-As|_a(l) J+20+A3+A] x  [|_a(2) J-20-Ag-A,
|_ a(2) J-20+A]). The intersection of and this 

bottom strip is a rectangle of size Ayx(A3+2A). The 

last edge of lies in the exterior of G ,  at a 

distance ;> 3A from G .  lies to the right of the 

vertical line { a ( 1 ) J -20+3A} x  ]R 5 i.e., more than 2A 

units to the right of the left strip of G .  Lastly, all 

points of within distance 2A from G lie in .

(10.88) Either (10.87) also holds with K replaced by W andX/ i

by the last rectangle Dr of or Dr  is of the 

odd-indexed type (10.69) and intersects G only in the 

latter's left strip, [ |_ a(l) J-20-A3-A, [_ a(l) J-20+A] 

x [ |_ a ( 2 ) J-20-A3-A, |_ a(2) J+20+A3+A]. In this case the 

intersection of Dr and the left strip is a rectangle 

of size (A3+2A ) x A^, the last edge of lies in the 

exterior of G at a distance >_ 3a from G .  Also all 

points of within distance 2A of G lie in Dr , 

and Dr  lies above the horizontal line M x  { [ _  a(2) J -20 
+3A} (i.e., more than 2A units above the bottom strip 

of G ) .

(10.89) e  K* f l  K(a) c  K* n  G ;  K* f l  G  lies below the horizontal 

line 1R x { [ _  a ( 2 )  J •

(10.90) The distance between any pair of the corridors K , K
X/ f

and K* is at least Ag (Ag is defined before Condition D)

(10.91) All three corridors and K* lie within distance 

Ag of a^ (Ag is defined in (10.33)).

(10.92) K* n K(a) lies "between fl G and fl G". More

precisely, if b is any point of K* fl K(a), then any 

continuous curve from K to K inside G of diameter
X/

£ 0  intersects the line segment b+t(1,1), <_ t 
< 2A3+4A.

These horrendous conditions are actually not difficult to satisfy 

as illustrated in Fig. 10.14 for the case where a^ is sufficiently 

far away from the left edge of G so that (10.87) can be satisfied for 

as well as We content ourselves with this figure and a few

minor comments indicating why (10.84)-(10.92) can be satisfied. For
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(10.85) and (10.86) we remind the reader that e,, e and e* inter-
I p  o

sect the left, right and top edge of B, respectively, by Condition

D. Moreover, U = (Ug,e^,...,ep, up) lies below the horizontal line

]R x {x(2) + A-Ag}, while V* lies in the vertical strip

[x (1)-A+Ar , x(l) + A-A~] x ]R . Lastly (u. ,e. +,,...,u ) lies to the 
° ]0 0 p 

right of {x(l)-A+Ag} x ]R and (uQ,e1,... ,u. ) lies to the left of

{x(l)+A-Ag} x R  . (10.91) can be satisfied by (10.33) and because

(10.93) |a#(i)-x(i)| < 5(A5+Ag+A7+Ag+A+A+1)

(see (10.82)). Lastly, with regard to (10.92) we remark that the seg

ment b+t( 1,1), 111 <_ 2Ag+4A, is on a 45° line through b and cuts G 

"close to" the lower strip of G . Also K0 D G and K fl G lie closeX/ i
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to the lower edge of G. A path from n G to fl G of diameter

£ 0  , has to remain below the horizontal line x(2) = |_a(2) J-0+A 
(by (10.87)). Therefore such a path cannot intersect the segment 

{L a(l) J}x[[_a(2) J+20-A,[_a(2) J+20+A3+A} which cuts the top strip

of G. This segment together with the segment b+t(l,l),|t| £  2Ag+4A 

divide G into two components, whenever b e K* fl G (by (10.89)). 

(10.92) basically says that fl G and fl G do not lie in the 

same component of G when G is cut by these two segments. This is 

obviously the case when K^, Kr and K* are located as in Fig. 10.14.

It should be obvious that the precise values of the various con

stants A. and 0 are without significance.
KV "r 

on Q

and K* have been chosen we choose 

inside K., i = £ or r, whichp£

Once the corridors K„ 

strongly minimal paths

start within distance 3A from its first edge and end within distance 

3A from its last edge, by the method of Step (iv) (see (10.70)). Since 

the last edge of K. is at least 3A units outside G (by (10.87),

(10.88)), the endpoint of r.. lies in the exterior or on the exterior 

boundary of G. The first point of r. lies within 3A from B and 

therefore inside the inner boundary of G and at distance > 3A from 

this inner boundary (by (10.83)). Hence r. intersects K(a). A fortiori

there exists a first vertex of r., b-j say, which can be connected to

a vertex of K(a), say, by a path of two edges on Qp .̂ We connect

to c by such a path of two edges. If possible we take for the

and c a central vertex of Qr

b- uu u /.\ i a(i)
intermediate vertex between bi a u ) p£
which does not belong to lb. Also we connect the initial point of

(rr) to u-j (u p  by a path t£ (tr) on V  of diameter £  Ag.

This can be done by one choice of Ag since the initial point of r^

is within 3A from the first edge of

(10.85). Thus the distance between the initial point of r

which intersects

£
is at most 4A+Ay. A similar statement holds for r.„ and u

'1 
and

by

ui
Nextr ~p-l ‘

we make the piece of U from u-j to up_-j into a strongly minimal 

path, 0 say, which still runs from u-| to u -j, by insertion of 

shortcuts of two edges if necessary (see the method used for the path 

s in Step (iv); recall that U is minimal by Condition D). Now con

sider the following path on Q 0 (with possible double points) from

iU)
to 'a(r): From ~a(£) go via two edges to the vertex b0 of

r^, traverse r^ backwards, then go along t0 to£ u-j, along
, l  
U from

u-j to u 1, along tr to the initial point of rf, then along rr

to the vertex b of r , and finally via two edges to c , \ (see r « ot v ■ J
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Fig. 10.15). This whole path is made into a strongly minimal path X in 

the following way. First make r̂  till b.. plus the two-edge connection 

from b. to c into a strongly minimal path, r. say, by the
I CX ̂ ■ J ■

method applied to the path s in Step (iv). Since r̂  itself was 

already strongly minimal, and since b.. is the first point on r. 

which can be connected by two edges to K(a), one easily sees that no 

loops have to be removed, nor shortcuts of one edge have to be inserted 

during the formation of r.. Moreover, at most one shortcut of two 

edges has to be inserted to obtain a strongly minimal r.. Indeed, if 

the connection from b. to c /.% goes through the vertex y. of1 0!> \ I / I
Qp^, then the only shortcut which may have to be inserted is from some 

vertex on the piece of r̂  between its initial point and b. to y^. 

Note that such a shortcut lies within 3A from K(a) and hence further
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than 2A away from U (by virtue of (10.83)). Now that r. and 0 

have been formed we first combine r^, t^ and U into the strongly 

minimal path as in Step (v) (see (10.76)). Finally we

obtain the strongly minimal path X as the combination ,tt,?r>

of this last path with tr and ry.

It will be very important that one has

(10.94) x is a vertex on X,

as we now prove. Firstly x cannot be removed when U is turned into

the strongly minimal path U. This is so because U is already minimal

by hypothesis (see Condition D), and x = u. could be removed only by
n0

insertion of a shortcut of two edges, and only if such a shortcut runs 

from u.j to Uj with i < ig < j. By Condition D b) no such short

cuts exist. Secondly, when we form from r^, t^ and U,

by the method of Step (v), then x = u. is not removed, on account of
n0

(10.76) and (10.85). Indeed, all points u. 9u have a distance
V 1 p

of at least Ag+9A to r^ <= Thus, also any shortcuts introduced

in the formation of U and ending at one of u. u have dis-
10 1 p

tance at least Ag+5A to r.. (which lies within 2A from r.).

Thirdly, when ?r, tf and <r^,t£ ,U> are combined to <<^,t^,U>,tr ,rr> 

= X, then x is still maintained. This is so because no intersections 

or shortcuts between r^ U t^ and rr U tf exist, the distance between 

these two sets being at least

Ag-2A6-4A > 6A ,

by virtue of (10.90). Also the distance between u,,...,u. n  or any
1 10“

shortcuts ending at one of these points, and rr is at least Ag+5A, 
by (10.85) again. As in the proof of (10.76) one obtains from this that

x will not be removed when forming X. This proves (10.94).
We set

(10.95) X^x) = closed segment of X between ca^ ) on K(a)
and x, i = £ or r.

The proof of (10.94) just completed also shows that

(10.96) There exist no shortcuts of two edges for X with one

endpoint each on of X0(x)\{x} and X (x)\{x) .36 r
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We also leave it to the reader to use (10.83), (10.77) and the 

description of X - especially the statements about r. before the 

proof of (10.94) - to verify that

(10.97) any vertex on X which can be connected to K(a) by one

or two edges of lies within distance 2A of

{Ca U ) ’Ca(r)}-

For later purposes it is also useful to know that

(10.98) * \ {CctU),Cot(r)} C  int(K(a))-

To prove this we go back to the construction of r.. This is made from 

the piece of r. from its initial point to b^, a two-edge connection 

from b. via the vertex y. to c /.%, and possibly a shortcut from1 I 0( \ i j
y.. via a central vertex, y^ say, to a vertex, yV say, on the piece 

of r. between its initial point and b̂  . Since r̂  from its initial 

point to b. lies in int(K(a)), we see that also r\c c int(K(a)), 

unless y. or yl belongs to K(a). However y^ cannot lie on K(a) 

by the minimality properties of b.., for if y.. e K(a), then b̂  would 

be connectable to K(a) by a single edge. Similarly y^ t K(a), 
because yV cannot be connected to K(a) by a single edge. Thus

A  U ?A {ca(iO’Ca(r)} cint{K(a))

and also

t0 U U U t lie in int(K(a)), even at a distanceJo r

> 4A from K(a) .

(Again recall (10.83) and the fact that t£ (tf) has one endpoint at 

u-j (u -j).) Finally any shortcuts inserted while making X from r^, 

t£, U, tp, rf lie in int(K(a)) by (10.83) and (10.77) with its proof 

(recall that there are no shortcuts between U tg and rv U tv).

It is our objective to make (most of) X, including x, part of 

the "lowest" occupied horizontal crosscut of in the modified 

occupancy configuration. Before we can do this we also have to describe
-w O

part of the path which will form the vacant connection from x to C 

in the modified configuration. Specifically we construct a path on 

from Vq (= the initial point of V*) to wg (= the initial point of 

s*). We first take a path r* on Q* in K* which begins withinpjc
distance 3A from the first edge of K* and ends within A^+3A from
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M
a . This can be done by virtue of (10.89) and the fact that K* has 

width Aj . We connect v* to the first point of r* by a path on 

Q*£ of diameter <_ Ag. We also connect the final point of r* to 

wg by a path on Q*^ of diameter Ag. This can be done since 

Ia^“"wQI 1  A (cf. (10.49)) so that the distance from the last point of 
r* to wg is at most A^+4A . Now take the path (with possible

double points) from vg to w* which proceeds via V*, the connection

between v* and the first point of r*, r* and finally the connection 

from the last point of r* to w*. Make it self-avoiding by loop- 

removal (it is not important that it become (strongly) minimal). The 

resulting path on Q*^ 5 will still run from vg to wg . Call it X*. 

We shall need the fact that

(10.99) X* is disjoint from X.

This follows from the following remarks, Firstly U and V* have no 

point in common by virtue of Condition De) and the fact that the only 

vertices which can lie on U\U are central vertices of Q and hence

are not on the path V* on Q*^ . Secondly, all points of X(X*)

further away than Ag+4A from U (K*) must belong to U(V*). 

Finally points within Ag+4A from U (K*) cannot belong to 

X*(X) by (10.90), (10.85) and (10.86).

We now start on making (most of) X part of the lowest crossing.

In order to achieve this we want to connect X with R. Note first 

that

(10.100) X is disjoint from R,

because by construction X lies within Ag+4A from B U ^  U hence 

within
Ag+4A+2Ag

from a^ (see (10.91) and (10.33)), which is less than the distance 

from R to a^ (by (10.78)). Despite (10.100) R is not too far 

away from X. Indeed R contains the vertex a in the interior of 

K(a), while for large enough £, the initial (final) point of R on 

B-j^) has first coordinate £  A^ and therefore lies in

ext(K(a)) for all sufficiently large £. (See Step (i) for and 

recall that a satisfies (10.79).) Thus R intersects K(a) at 

least twice. We next derive some information about the location of 

these intersections. Let be the arc of K(a) from to

ca(r) trough a^. We claim that
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(10.101) diameter(K#) < 6A5(2Ag+2A3+5A+l) < 0 ,

and

(10.102) K* n K(a) c k# .

To prove (10.101) and (10.102) let b be any point of K* fl K(a).

Then, by (10.91)

Ib~Ca(i) I ±  lb'bil+ lbr Ca(i)l -  2V 2A’ 1

since b. e K. and b. is connected to c by two edges. Thus, i i i a ( i )  J 3 5
by the construction of K - in particular by (10.39) - b and c ^ j  

are connected by an arc, <J> say, of K(a) of diameter at most

(10.103) 3A5(2Ag+2A3+5A+l).

First we must show that this arc does not contain c , x. Assume toa(r)
the contrary that moving along <j> from to b one passes

c / \ before reaching b. Then the subarc <£' of I from c /n\ to

c / \ does not contain b. However, b. e  K. and I b --c fA\ I < 2A . a(r) 1 i 1 i a(i)1 —
Thus by (10.87), (10.88) b̂  lies in the last rectangle Di of K. . 

Since the location of is at least 2A units to the right of the 

left strip of G (see (10.87)) and within Ag of a^ (see (10.91)) - 

which lies to the left of a (see (10.81)) - it follows that 

(which lies within 2A from c  K^) lies in the lower strip of G. 

Hence, can be connected to some point of by a horizontal

line segment in the lower strip of G and of length £  2A. Similarly, 

c / \ can be connected to a point of D c  K by a straight line seg-QL ( Y*) 1 ■
ment in G (horizontal or vertical) of length £  2A . c})1 together 

with the two straight line segments from c^.^ to K. form a con

tinuous curve in G from to of diameter £  4A plus the ex

pression in (10.103). Since this diameter is at most 0, (10.92) 

implies that the curve must intersect the segment b+t(1,1), |t| £  2A3+4A. 
The two straight line segments which were added to (J)1 lie within 2A 

of U Kr , and by virtue of (10.90) do not intersect the segment 

b+t(l,l), 111 £  2A3+4A, which lies within 2A3+4A from K*. Thus <j>' 

already intersects the segment in some point b ‘, whose distance from 

b is at most 2A3+4A. Again by the construction of K and the esti

mate (10.39), b 1 is connected to b by an arc, 1p say, of K(a) of 

diameter at most

(10.104) 3A5(4A3+7A+1).
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Now by our assumption the curve (j> starting at c ^ ^  first passes 

through b', then through ca(r) and then ends at b. cannot be 

the piece of 4> from b' through ca (r) to b, in fact i/j cannot 

contain ca (r)» for then by (10.90) its diameter would be at least

lca (r)"b l 1  distance (Kr,K*)-2A >_ Ag-2A ,

which exceeds (10.104). Thus, the piece of $ from b1 to b and ijj 
have to be two arcs of K(a) from b ‘ to b, exactly one of which 

contains the point ca(r) K(a). This can only be if together 

these two arcs make up all of the Jordan curve K(a), and if at least 

one of these arcs has a diameter > Jr diameter (K(a)) >_ 20-A (see 

(10.37)). Since this is not the case we have derived a contradiction 

from the assumption that cf> contains the point c a ( r ) *  Thus the path

In the same way we find* fr0m CaU)
an arc 0 of K(a)

to b does not contain

from b to c
C i(r)’

a(r) of diameter at most equal to

the expression in (10.103) and not containing ca ^ y  $ followed by

6 gives us an arc of K(a) from c ^ j  to through b and of

diameter at most equal to the right hand side of (10.101). This arc 

must be the same for all choices of b in K* fl K(a). Otherwise, as 

above, K(a) would be the union of two different arcs from to

c~t[r)9
each with diameter at most equal to the right hand side of

(10.101). This, however, contradicts the fact that diameter (K(a))

■aU) uu ua(r)>_ 40-2A . But for b = a the arc from c ^ ^  to ca(r) through 

is just so that (10.101) and (10.102) follow.
We shall use two consequences of (10.101) and (10.102). These are

(10.105) R n K# = 0 

and

(10.106) X* n K(a) c  k# and hence X* fl K(a) fl R = 0 .

(10.105) is immediate from (10.101) since aff e has distance at 

least 0 to R (see (10.78)). The second statement in (10.106) will 

follow from the first part and (10.105). As for the first part of

(10.106) , by (10.83) and the construction of X*, any point c of

X* H K(a) lies on r* fi K(a) ^  K* fl K(a) or lies on the connection of
jI

diameter <_ Ag from the endpoint of r* to wg. Since |wg-aff| £ A  , 

any point c of X* H K(a) lies within distance Ag+A from some 

point b in K* fl K(a). Again by the estimate (10.39) b is then 

connected to c by an arc c of K(a) of diameter at most
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3A5(A6+2A3+4A+1) < Ag-2A .

On the other hand b is connected to ca ^j and ca^rj by two arcs 

of K(a) of diameter at least

lim |c r - x-b[ > min distance(&.,K*)-2A > AQ-2A 
i=£,r a{1) i=£,r 1 B

(see (10.90)), and as we saw in the proof of (10.101) and (10.102) these
arcs have only the point b in common and together make up K| . £

must start out following one of these arcs, and the endpoint of c

must come before the endpoint of this arc since

min lca (-j)“b| > diameter^).

Consequently c is contained in one of the above arcs from b to

i = l  or r, and a fortiori £ is contained in K■#* Thisca(i)’ 
proves (10.106).

We now know that R intersects K(a)\ at least twice (see the 

lines immediately preceding (10.101), and (10.105)). Therefore if one 

moves along the arc of K(a) from c^^j t0 c 

then one passes through at least two points of R. Let 

R = (v0,e19...,ev ,vv) and let v ^ £j (v3(r)) be the first Oast) 
point of R one meets in going along K(a)\ from c 

Denote by K., i = £ or r, the (closed) arc of K(a) between c

- / % which is not K„. a(r) #'

U )  t0 Ca(r)'

and
'e(i)

' • S  > ~  wi • ,  wiv. ui  v. I l\ l U / MC UWCCII U / .
1 . . a(i
which does not contain (see Fig. 10.16). From the

)

above description we see that veU) * ve(r)’ and

(10.107) Ki ° h  = fca(i)> Kjl n Kr = 0

Ki n R = { W K| n r = 0

We can now define a new crosscut R of int(J^) which contains X 

"spliced into R" (see Step (i) for J£). The path R on Q ^ con

sists of several pieces. We start with the piece of R from vn to

'eU)
or

'B(r)

0
, whichever comes first. Let y and 6 be such that

e(y) = min(B(£),B(r)), 3(6) = max(B(£) ,@(r)) .

Thus {y,6} = {Jl,r} and the first piece of R is the piece of R 

from Vq to v3(y)- v$(-y) an endP01’nt of K^. We now continue
R along to its other endpoint ca(y)* Next we move along X to
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Figure 10.16 Schematic diagram. The dashed and boldly drawn curves 
together make up the circuit K(a) . The boldly drawn 
pieces of K(a) are the arcs K and K , while

* n
is the arc between and which contains af .

ca(6) (reca^  that X is a path with endpoints and ca (r))-

From we move along to vg(5)* Tlie last piece of R is
the piece of R from v ^ j  to v^. The curve traversed in this way 

from Vg to v^ is R. It is made up of paths on Qp^, and as we 

shall now show,

R has no double points.

Indeed, since R itself has no double points, and the same holds for 

the arcs and of K(a) and for the path X, the only way R 

can have a double point is when X intersects R U U Kf in a point

distinct from its endpoints c ^ j  and ca(r)9 or Ki intersects
R in a point other than va (-j)» i = & or r. All these possibilities 

are ruled out though by (10.100), (10.98) and (10.107). Thus R is 

indeed a self-avoiding path on Qp^ from Vg to v^ . We stress that 

R contains the vertex x of X (see (10.94)).

We want to show that R is a crosscut of J^, i.e.,
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(10.108) R \{vQ ,vv} c; int(J^), vQ e B1 ,vv e B  ̂ .

In addition we want to know that R lies above R, i.e.,

RcjJ(R) and J^(R)cjJ(R).(10.109)

We begin with the first inclusion in (10.109). It is clear that the

two pieces of R
— +

from Vg to v
0(y )

and from v3(5) to belong to

J (R). Thus, for the first inclusion in (10.109) we only have to show 

that the connected curve consisting of K^, X and Kr lies in J^(R). 

As we just saw, (10.100), (10.98) and (10.107) imply that this curve 

only has its endpoints, v^(£) anc* v3(r)s on ^  therefore

suffices to show that U X U Kr { v ^ ^ ,  vg(r)^ ^oes not intersect

Fr(J+(R)), but contains some point of J*(R). As a first step we show

a# e J*(R).

To see this note that a^ e R^ \ R  <= jt(R)\R, by virtue of (10.43), 

(10.78). But neither does af belong to the pieces B.j,B2 or C of

because Bi(B2) lies to the ieft (right) of the vertical line {Ag} x 1R 

({2M^-A31 x 1R) and C lies above the horizontal line IRx {12M2^}

(see Step (i)), while a^ e K(a) with

\  Mal-0-2A < a(l) < |  M£1+0+2A

(see (10.79)), and a e R, whence

a(2) < 6M£2

(see (10.32) and beginning of this Step). Thus, for sufficiently large 

l

(10.110) distance (a# ,B1 U B2 U C) > min (^M£1-0-2A-A3), 61^}

- diameter K(a) > 2 diameter K(a) + A.
4

We have now shown that a does not belong to 

Fr(J*(R)) c  R u B-j U B2 U C, so that indeed a^ c; J*(R).

Next, (10.110) shows that K(a) = K(a) U int(K(a)) does not 

intersect B̂  U B2 U C. This and (10.105) imply that does not
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“t" $
intersect Fr(J^(R)), and since aw e we see that

Ca(i) £ K# C J ^ R)’ 1 = *’r’

By virtue of (10.107) we then obtain also

KA {vB(i)}t= Jl(R)s 1 = l,r-
Finally, we already saw in (10.98) and (10.100) that

X <= T<TaT\R,

which is disjoint from Fr(J*(R)). Thus also

X C  j+(R).

This proves the first inclusion of (10.109). In the course of its 

proof we also saw that U X U c  K(a) does not intersect 

B-| U B£ U c . But neither can U X U intersect the arc A of 
since A c; j “(r ) fl J^s whi 1 e

^ u x u Kr\ ^ B U ) ,ve(r)} C j;(R).
Also

vB(i) £ R\ (B1 UB2} C  int(lV  ■

Thus K£ U X U Kr c; int(J^). Since R is a crosscut of J^, (7.39) - 

(7.41) show that R\{vQ ,vv } czint(J£), vQ e B] , vv e B ^  (10.108) is 

now obvious. Finally, the second inclusion in (10.109) follows from 

the first one, in the same way as (A.40) follows from (A.38) in the 

Appendix.

As a final step before defining the modified configuration w weo _
construct a connection on Q* to C above R. This connection, callp)6
it Y*, will consist of X* - which runs from vg to wg - followed by 

s* - which runs from wg to w* e C (see beginning of this step). 

Actually X* followed by s* could still have double points; Y* is 

the path obtained by loop-removal from the composition of X* and s*.o _
To show that Y* is a connection from x to C above R note first 

that Y* ends at w* e C and that s*\{w*} c: jt(R^), because by
T- T jt &  O M

assumption s* is a vacant connection of aff to C above R . Thus, 

by (10.43) s*\ {w*} c  j|(R) and a fortiori s*\{w*} does not inter-T Jo  ̂ T
sect R. But neither does s* intersect U X U Kr c  K(a) by vir

tue of (10.80). Thus, s* does not intersect the crosscut R of J0 
and ends on C. Since some neighborhood of C intersected with 

int(J^) belongs to J+ (R) and s*\ {w*} c; int(J£) we conclude
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(10.111) s*\{w*} =  J+(R) .

Neither can X* intersect R. To see this, observe that we already 

know that X* is disjoint from X (see (10.99)) and that X* H K(a) 

c: (see (10.106)). Also X* does not contain the points ca (£)

and ca (r ) °f K(a) since by construction any point of X* lies on 

V* or is within distance Ag from h* 9 while has a distance

at least Ag-2A from K* by (10.90), and V* c  int(K(a)) by (10.83). 

This means that

x * n (K£ U K r) = x * n K ( a ) n ( KjlU K r) \ {cctU),ca(r)}

^ K # n ( K , U K r)\{ca U ) ,ca(r,)} = 0 (see (10.107)).

Lastly, to show that X* is disjoint from R we can copy the proof of 

(10.100) verbatim. X* too lies within distance Ag+4A+2A^ from a^.

On the one hand, this together with (10.110) shows that X* does not 

intersect U U C for large £. On the other hand, together with 

(10.78) this gives

(10.112) distanced*,R) > 0-(Ag+4A+2Ag) > 2A .

Thus X* is disjoint from RUB-, U B? U C and a fortiori from 

Fr(J^(R)). Since we already saw that the endpoint wg e s* of X* 

belongs to J^(R^), it follows that all of X* lies in J*CR). Combined 

with (10.Ill) this gives the desired conclusion

(10.113) V*\{w*>c Jj(R).

We note also that the initial point of Y* = initial point of X* = vg 

which is adjacent on to x by Condition Dd) (with x replaced

by x). Thus Y* is indeed a connection on from x to C

above R. Note that we do not claim Y* to be vacant, though.

Figure 10.17 illustrates the end result of our construction of "R 

and Y*. In Fig. 10.17 we have more or less drawn the various pieces 

in the same relative location as in Fig. 10.13-10.16.

Step (vii). We are finally ready to describe the modification u) 

of the occupancy configuration w. We remind the reader that u> 

satisfies (10.52). We form w by means of the following steps:

(a) Make all sites on R which are vacant in u) occupied in w.

(b) Make vacant all sites of which lie in J“(R)\]R and which
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Figure 10.17 The outer circuit is . The solidly drawn crosscut

is R . The dashed path is Y* . The small square near 
the center is B = B(x), which has x as its center .

can be connected to a vertex on K0 u X U K via one or two edges ofXj \
which doQp^. Excluded from this change are central vertices of 

not belong to to.

(c) Make all vertices on Y* vacant.

(d) Make occupied all non-central vertices of Q* which lie in 

J^(R)\ Y* and which are connected to a point of X* via one or two

edges of Q*£ .

No other changes than the ones listed in (a)-(d) are made in the 

configuration w to obtain w.

Before we can start on the verification of Condition E we must show 

that the steps (a)-(d) are compatible, i.e., that they do not require a 

certain vertex to be made occupied as well as vacant. This is easy,

however. Indeed (a) only involves vertices on R, (b) only vertices in
_ _  _  + _  °
J'(R)\ R and (c) and (d) only vertices in J^(R) U C (by virtue of

(10.113)). Thus, Steps (a), (b) and the pair (c) and (d) deal with
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disjoint sets of vertices. It is also clear that Steps (c) and (d) 

deal with disjoint sets of vertices. Therefore no conflict exists 

between any of the required modifications.

We denote by w the occupancy configuration which results from 

a) by Steps (a)-(d). We check in this step that (10.53)-(10.55) hold 

for a). (10.54) is immediate from steps (a)-(d) and the fact that 

Y* is a path on Q*^, hence does not contain any central vertices of 

Qp^. Thus, in none of the steps is an occupied central vertex of Qp^ 

outside to made vacant. Also (10.55) is immediate if we take into 

account that "R is a path on and hence does not contain central

vertices of Q* . Lastly, (10.53) follows from the fact that R is
px,

already occupied and s* already vacant in the configuration a) (see 

beginning of Step (vi), where R and s* are introduced). Therefore 

(a) requires only changes of vertices on U X Li c l<(a). Also 

(c) requires only changes of vertices on X*, which by construction
lies within Nlies within distance Ag from K(a) UK*; in turn K*

distance AQ from K(a) by (10.91) and (10.79). The changes in (b)

and (d) lie within 2A from the set U X U Kr or X*. Consequently 

o3(v) f u)(v) is only possible for a v within A^+Ag+2A

a^, and which has diameter £  80+4Ag+4A (see (10.38)).

from K(a),■U \j z >
which contains 

This proves (10.53).

Step (viii). In this step we verify (10.56). The essential part 

is to show that in the configuration there exists a lowest occupied

crosscut R of int(J0) on Qp^, which almost equals the path R, and

in particular contains x. The existence of a lowest occupied crosscut

R of int(J^) - i.e., an occupied path R on 

(7.39)-(7.41) and such that J^(R)

Q 0 which satisfies
px,

is minimal among all such paths - 

follows from Prop. 2.3, because R is an occupied crosscut on 

of in oj (by (10.108) and Step (viia)). Let R =  (y0 ,h-j ,... ,h^,y^)

We remind the reader that R = (Vg,e^,...,ev ,vv ) and that the pieces

< V ei....ep(Y)-ve(y)) and (vs(i)’ee(6)+i....W  of_ R are
also the first and last piece of R; between these pieces R consists

of the composition of K^, X, and Kf (or this path in reverse). We

shall now prove the following statements:

(10.114) (y0 »hi >• • • ,hg(y) = ^V0 ,el ’"  ' ,e6(y) ’V@(y )̂  ’

(10.115) (yA-v+e(s),hA-v+e(<5)+r--- ,hx ,yx^

= (vB(6), e 8(6)+1......... V vv } ’
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(10.116) Any with 3(y) < i < X-v+3(6) lies within distance 

A of a vertex on K0 U X U K ,
A/ I

(10.117) x is one of the y^ .

Of course (10.114)-(10.116) say that R shares its beginning and last 

piece with R and R* and in between deviates only little from R.

To prove (10.114)-(10.117) we first must assemble some facts about 

the non-existence of certain shortcuts for R. It is convenient to use 

the following notation. R(y) = (v0 ,e.j,...,e^ j .v^ j), the beginning

piece of R and R; R(6) = (v ^ gj ’e3(6)+l’*’* ’ev ,N\P 9 the last Piece of 
R and R. Let z be an arbitrary point of R(y)\v^ j. Since R 

and "R are crosscuts of int(J£) which have the piece R(y) in common, 

there exist arbitrarily small neighborhoods N of z such that

N n int(J£)\ R = N n int(J£)\R(y) = N n int(J£)\ R

and such that N fl int(J£)\ R consists of two components, N+ and N~ 

say, with

00.118) N+ c j +(r ), N'<=J^(R).

We claim that for any such N also

(10.119) N+ c j J(r ), N " c j ‘(r ).

This is easy to see from (10.109). Indeed (10.109) implies

J^(R) = int(Jj,)\J^(R) <= int(JA)\jJ(R) = J^(R)

and hence

N" c  J^(R).

But N n 1nt(J0)\ ̂  consists of the two connected sets N” and N+ ,

and N fl int(J£)\R must intersect J£(R) as well as (R) (since N 

is a neighborhood of a point z on the crosscut R of int(J£); see 

Newman (1951), Theorem V.11.7). Thus both inclusions in (10.119) must 

hold.

We use (10.119) to prove that if to satisfies (10.52) then

(10.120) there does not exist a shortcut of one or two edges of R 

inside J^CR), which has one endpoint among

V V 1 .............VB ( y ) - 1 , V B ( 6)+1  •
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(See Def. 10.2 and Step (iv), for the definition of shortcuts.) Suppose 

first that the edge e of Qp^ is a shortcut of R of one edge which 

runs from some , 0 £ i £ 3(y)-l to a vertex u of R, and is such

that e C "J”(R). Then by Def. 10.2 e is not an edge of R itself, 

since u is a vertex of R which is not the immediate predecessor or

on R. But then e is disjoint from R. e also

cannot belong to because then both v̂  and u must belong to

n R = ^vo*Vv^ and the vertlces vo and vv on B1 and B2 resPec"
tively (see (7.40), (7.41)) are too far apart to be connected by the

single edge e. Thus, by the planarity of Qp^, e is also disjoint 

from J£. Since e c  J“(R) this implies e c : j “(R). Therefore, if N 

is a neighborhood of v. for which (10.118) and (10.119) hold, then 

e fl N c  N” c  J^(R). Consequently e c  J^(R) entirely. On the other 

hand u is a vertex on R c  J^(R) (by (10.109)) so that

successor of v..

u e J”(R) ^ Jo(R) = R- This means that e connects36 36 0
V.
1 wi th u, two 

Re-

e then gives an occupied 

crosscut of which lies in J~(R) and which is not equal to R.

This contradicts the choice of R as the occupied (in the configuration

vertices of R, while e lies strictly below R, i.e., in J~(R). 

placing the arc of R between v̂  and u by

03) crosscut of int(J£) with minimal J”(R); see Prop. 2.3. Thus, no36'
shortcut of one edge for R exists which lies inside J”(R) and has

one endpoint among vQ ,.••’v$(y )-1
Next suppose that e, u, f is a shortcut of two edges for R 

which starts at some v_., 0 < i < v„, N t . In thisinside J~(R) V-j » 0  1  1 £  Vg ( y ) _ l

case u must be a central vertex of Qp£ which neither belongs to to

nor is one of the vertices v., 0 < j <_ 3(y)
J

of R. This again excludes

the possibility that e belongs to R or to (since lies on 

% and contains therefore no central vertices; see Step (i)). As above 

this implies e c  J”(R). On the other hand the endpoint other than u 

of f lies on R c:J^(R) (see (10.109)). Consequently e, u, f inte

e followedsects R, necessarily in a vertex, w say, of Q 0. Thus
P 36

by f contains a path, t say, from v^ to w, t lies in J^(R) >

*p£

except for its endpoints v̂  and w on R. t can contain at most one 

vertex not on R, to wit the vertex u. But as a central vertex of Q 

not in to ,u is occupied in the configuration w (by (10.52)). Thus 

we would have the occupied path t below R connecting the two vertices 

v.j and w on R. As above this contradicts the minimality of R. This 

proves the cases of (10.120) where the shortcut has one endpoint among 

v-j» 0 £  i £  3(y)-l. The same argument can be used for the v̂  with
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$(6)+l < i < v .

We conclude from (10.120) that any shortcuts for R in "3" (R)

have to have their endpoints on

). K0 and

K0 U X U K (this includes vX/ I g (y )
and

are pieces of K(a), hence minimal paths (seeve(6)'- - x
(10.36)). X was even taken strongly minimal in Step (vi). There can 

still be shortcuts for R between these three pieces. Some of these 

will be harmless but we have to rule out shortcuts between points on

"opposite sides of x". Shortcuts from X0(x)\{x} to X (x)\ {x}V
are already ruled out by (10.96) (see (10.95) for the definition of 

and X ). We now prove

(10.121)

X,

there do not exist shortcuts of one or two edges of R 

inside J, 

on

on Kr

£ with one endpoint on X^(x) and the other

Kp or with one endpoint on Xr(x) and the other

r

Again we give an indirect proof of (10.121). Assume that e or (e,u,f) 

is a shortcut of R connecting a vertex z-| on with a vertex z2 

on X (X). Then by (10.97)

Iz0-c fns\ < 2A or 1z0-c , xI < 2A .1 2 a(£)1 —  1 2 a(r)1 —

Since by construction ca (£) lies on K(a) and within 2A from 

b e K it has distance > 2A from X (x), by (10.90) and (10.83). (XX/ Xj i I
contains only points within 2A from U or within Ag+4A from r^ <= K^, 

as in (10.77).) Thus

1 z2_cot(r) t i 2A and |zr ca(r)| < |zr z2 |+ |z2-ca{r)| < 4A .

By the estimate (10.39), there must then exist an arc K-j of K(a) from 

Z1 to Ca(r) with

(10.122) diameter(K^) <_ 3Ag(7A+2A2+l) •

Now, since z-j e K;, one arc between z1 and c ^ j  contains

and the arc K# from ca ^  to ca ^  (see Fig. 10.18). Since the

diameter of is at least (see (10.90))

lCa(jO'Ca(r)l I V M ‘4A ̂  distance( V V - 4A ^ V 4A’

which exceeds the right hand side of (10.122). Thus K-j must be the

other arc of K(a) from z-, to cg^ .  However, this second arc of

K(a) from z] to c ^ }  has to contain Kr from vg(r) to ca(r^
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vsU)

ve(r)

Figure 10.18 Schematic diagram of K(a) indicating the relative 
location of various points. K is boldly drawn;
K„ is dashed. ^

ca ( r )  Ca(Jt)

and this has diameter at least

(10.123) lvg(r)’cct(r) I 1  lv£(r)'a I' lca(r)"a#l -  0-Ag-2A 

since lvg(r)"a l̂ > 0 (by (10.78)) and

|ca(r)-a#| < Ica(r)-br | + |br-a# | <_ 2A+Ag ,

(by (10.91)). But the right hand side of (10.123) also exceeds the 

right hand side of (10.122), so that neither arc of K(a) from z-j to 

ca(r) 1S P0551’̂ 6 for kt  This contradiction proves that there is no 
shortcut of R from a vertex on to a vertex on Xr(x). The same 

argument shows that there is no shortcut from Kr to X^(x) and there

fore proves (10.121).

Our final claim about shortcuts is that if u) satisfies (10.52),

then

(10.124) there do not exist shortcuts of one or two edges for R" 

in 3 “(R) with one endpoint on each of and Kr .

We prove (10.124) for shortcuts of two edges, the case of a shortcut of 

one edge being similar, but easier. Assume (e,u,f) is a shortcut of
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two edges for R in J^R), which starts at z-j on and ends at

Z2 on K^. Let l<2 be the arc of K(a) which connects ẑ  to z2 

and is contained in U U Kr (see Fig. 10.19). As above

(10.125) diameter(K2) > diameter(K^) > Ag-4A > 3A5(5A+2A3+1).

On the other hand the estimate (10.39), together with the fact | - z 2 1 

<_ 2A, implies that there exists an arc K3 of K(a) from z-j to z2 

with

diameter(K3) £  3A5(5A+2A3+1).

Thus K3 is not but K3 must be the arc through and

v3(r) (see • Now consider the closed curve G consisting

Figure 10.19 Schematic diagram of K(a) indicating the relative 
location of various parts. K9 is boldly drawn, 1C 
is dashed.

of K2 from ẑ  to z2 followed by f and e. G is a path with 

possible double points on Qp^. We first show that

(10.126) G is a simple Jordan curve.

Since K(a) is a simple Jordan curve, the only way G could have a 

double point is when u e K2 c  U U u U Kr c  R
because if (e,u,f) is a shortcut of two edges for R", then u is not
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a vertex of R (see Step (iv)). But also u e K » is impossible for
# 11then e and f are edges with both endpoints on K(a), and therefore ' 

e followed by f would be an arc of K(a) from z-j to z2 contain

ing a point of K^. This could only happen if e followed by f con

stitutes the arc K2 - which would go through the point u of K|- 

and consequently diameter (K2) < 2A . Since this is excluded by (10.125), 

it follows that (10.126) holds.

Next we observe that a e int(G). This must be so because by def

inition of K(a) a e int(K(a)) at a distance at least 20-A-l from 

any point of K(a) (see (10.37)). On the other hand G is formed from 

K(a) by replacing the arc Kg between z-j and z2 by e U f. Since

di ameter(Kg)+di ameter(e)+di ameter(f)

< 3A5(5A+2Ag+l)+2A < 0 < 20-A-l ,

this replacement cannot take a from int(K(a)) to ext(G).

We now have the point a of R (see (10.79)) in int(G), while 

Vg £ B-j is outside G, because B-j is to the left of the vertical line 

x(l) = Ag (see Step (i)) and

a(l) > ^ fY|"0"2A > diameter(G)+Ag

for large l  (see (10.79)). Similarly, v^ is outside G. Therefore R 

must intersect G in at least two distinct vertices of Qp£, such that 

R intersects int(G) in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of each of 

these vertices. By (10.105) R does not intersect K^, while by choice 

of K£ and Kr R intersects K£ U Kp only in v ^ £j and v ^ rj

(see (10.107)). If v ^ £j (v^(r)) belongs to G at all, then it must 

equal z-| (z2), and in particular, belong to e (f) (see Fig. 10.19 and 

recall that u t K2). It follows from this and from G c K£ U U Kr 

U e Uf that R fl G is contained in e U f. Starting at Vg R must 

therefore enter int(G) through a vertex on e U f and exit again 

through another vertex of e U f  to reach v . Since e U f contains 

only the three vertices z-j, u and z2 , R must intersect int(G) as 

well as ext(G) in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of one of the z^.

^  A little care is needed here because we allowed multiple edges between 
a pair of vertices. However, in the present case u is a central 
vertex of Qp£, and the construction of Qp£ in Sect. 2.3 is such

that there exists exactly one edge in Q £ between a central vertex 
and any of its neighbors. p
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For the sake of argument let this happen at

i .e.K* 0 R = {vB(Jl)}

e6(£)+1 0f R 
This means that

-|. Then z-j belongs to 

and one of the edges en,nX or 

has its interior in int(G)
zi = v'

and the other in ext(G).

the arc K

R

from

intersects G transversally at zi = v
to c_, belongs to G, since = v

But

eU)l  " u"' vg(Jl) uu ‘•a(a) 
and z2 e Kr (see Fig. 10.19). As we saw in the proof of (10.109)this 
arc belongs to J*(R), or more precisely

KA {W C J *(R)-
This, together with the transversality of R and G at

V3U)
forces

e e j-(r).

We are now in the same situation as in the proof (10.120). e would 

have to be part of a path below R of one or two edges, and occupied 

in the configuration co. No such path exists by the minimality of 

J’(R) and Prop. 2.3. (10.124) follows from this contradiction.

With (10.96), (10.120), (10.121) and (10.124) in hand, it is now 

relatively simple to prove (10.114)-(10.117). Assume first (10.114) 

fails and let

£  3(y). Since R satisfies (7.39)-(7.41) 
first the case £ > 2. 

as well as ŷ - i = v

be the smallest index with hr / er . Then 1 < £
O S S .  —
h^ c  int(J^). Now consider

= v?-1 e R

follows that h 

neighborhoods N

(10.127)

Then by the minimality of g, y^ ]

£_1 e R. Since h^ f e^ and is planar, it

does not intersect R, and for all sufficiently small

of
'5-1

. n n «= (r n n)\ (ja u r).

On the other hand R is the occupied crosscut of int(J^) in the con

figuration O) with minimal. In particular

(10.128) R c j-(R)

since also R is an occupied crosscut of int(J^) in S, (by Step 

(viia); see also (2.27)). Thus, by (10.127) and (10.128),

h? n N c N n (J‘(R)\ Fr(J‘(R)) = N FI J‘(R).

In view of (10.118) and (10.119) this means also

h? n N <= n n J”(R)
o

for suitable N. Since h^ f e^ implies also that h^ does not inter-
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sect R - again because is planar - it follows that

(10.129) c  j“(R).

Exactly the same argument works if E, = 1 and lies on R, for then 

yg e R" H B-j = (Vq }9 i.e., yQ = Vq . On the other hand, if yQ does not 

lie on R̂, then automatically £ = 1 and hq cannot reach R or R 

before y-j, i.e., h-j = h^ is again disjoint from Fr(J~(R)) and from 

Fr(J"(R)) (use the analogue of (7.40) for R). Since alsoX/
h-j c  R c j “(R),

the initial point yg of h belongs to the part of B-| in 

Fr(J^(IR))\ R , which is the segment between u-j and Vq (apply (7.40) 

to R and see Fig. 10.9). But this segment of B-j from u-j to vQ 

also equals Fr(J”(R))\R so that ĥ  belongs to J~(R) near yQ .

(10.129) therefore holds in the case E, = 1 as well.

To derive a contradication from (10.129) we consider the set

5 := {vertices of QP36
occupied in &} .

which are vacant in w but

If R has no vertex in E , then R is also an occupied crosscut of 

int(j£) in the configuration w . In this case (2.27) shows that 

R c: J^(R), and therefore R cannot contain any part of any edge - such 

as h^ - strictly below R. Thus, if (10.114) fails, and hence (10.129) 

holds, then R must contain a vertex in E . Let tt be the smallest 

index with y^ e S . Now observe that by Steps (viia)-(viid) and 

(10.109)

5 C 0^(R) c  3j(R).

Also, all vertices on R are occupied in a), hence are outside E , so 

that

(10.130) E <= J^(R)\R, whence E n0^(R) = 0 .

By definition of ? and (10.129), yQ>--->y^i e (even when

E, = 1) and hence by (10.130) tt >_ E, . We claim that

(10.131) y. ^ R for £ £  i i  tt .

Indeed, if (10.131) would fail and j would be the smallest index >_ £ 

with y. e R, then j i n  and the path (yr-1 ,h ,... ,h. ,y.) minus 

its endpoints y^-j ,yj would lie in J^(R) (by (10.129)) and have all
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its vertices occupied in u since j < tt. This would

again contradict the minimality of J”(R) in the configuration a).

Thus (10.131) holds. On the other hand, by (10.129), the patho _
(y^-1,h^,' * * ’b-rr’y-n-) starts with h£ in and by (10.130) cannot
reach H without intersecting R. This contradiction proves the 

impossibility of (10.129). Thus (10.114) must hold.

(10.115) must hold for the same reasons as (10.114). We merely 

have to interchange the roles of and Vq with the roles of 

and vv .

Next we prove (10.116) and (10.117). Let = (yn ,F-. ,... ,K ,y )).
U I K K

We already know from (10.114) and the definition of R that

yi = = vi ,  0 < i < 3(y ) s and h^ = h .  = e^ , 1 < j < 3(y).

Now assume for a certain i

(10.132) y. = yj for some j with y. = y. e K£ U X U Kr .

By (10.114) this holds for i = j = 3(y). If h^+1 is an edge of "R,

then we can simply move along h^+-| to y.+  ̂ and then (10.132) also

holds with y^ replaced by y^^ (unless y .+  ̂ t U X U Kr). The

case of interest is the one where h.+i is not an edge of R. First

consider the case where y.+-j again belongs to R. Then the edge 

h.j+i forms a shortcut of one edge for R. It lies necessarily below 

R, i.e., in J"(R) because of (10.128). By (10.120), (10.121), (10.124) 

the endpoints of hi+l ’ y^ = y^ and y^+  ̂ = y^ say, must in this case 

both belong to U X^(x), both to U Xr(x), or both to X. The 

last case cannot occur because X is a minimal path, by construction.

In the other two cases x does not occur between y. and y. on "R
~ ~ ~ J K

since X̂  (x) is the piece of X between X H K. and x, i = l  or r,

by the definition (10.95). Note that x = y. or x = y, is not
J k _

excluded, though. In any case, if we replace the segment of R between 

y. and yk by h^-j then x still lies on the modified path. More

over, y.j+i = yk will again be a vertex of R on R, and as long as

yi+l e U ^ U Rr we are bac  ̂ to (^-^2) with y^, y^ replaced by

yi+1, yk.
The other possibility allowed by (10.132) is that y^-j does not 

belong to R. Since yi+-| e R c  J~(R) (by (10.128)) this implies 

y .+1 £ J^(R)\ R- Also, since y .+-| e R it must be occupied in the 

configuration 63, and by Step (viib) this means that y-j+-| has to be a
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central vertex of Qp^ which does not belong to to. The neighbor y..+2

(Comment 2.3(iv)).

j:(r ) \ r .
*D£
cannot lie in

of yi+i is then not a central vertex of Qr

Again by Step (viib) it follows that yi+2 ---- - .

Since y..+2 is an endpoint of h^-j - which starts at y .+  ̂e J"“(R)\R’

- we have yi+2 e J"~(R), and hence yi+2 e R, say yi+2 = yfc. Thus, in

this case either y^ and yk are successive points of R or

(hi+-j ,yi+-| jh^^) is a shortcut of two edges for R in "J~(R). Again,

if we replace the segment of R between y^ and yk by (hk+^

then we do not remove x. This is obvious if y, and y. are successive _  k j
points on R, while the argument is essentially as above in case 

(h^-j »yi+-| shi+2) is a shortcut for R. The only new case to consider

this time is the one where the shortcut runs between two points of X.

But then (10.96) guarantees that x is not removed during the replace

ment. Once again, with yk we are back at (10.132) with y.., y.. re

placed by yi+2, yk . Starting with y ^ j  , which satisfies (10.132) 

we use the above argument until we arrive at y x_v+g(6) = y K+v+3(5) 
after which

(yX-v+B(6),hX-v+6(6)+l’••'’hX’yX>

(yK-v+e ((5) ,TV-v+e(6)+i  ,yK)

= (v6(6),eB(6)+1.... V V

by (10.115) and the definition of R. It follows from this that R is 

formed from R by replacing a number of pieces of R between two ver

tices of R on K0 U x U K by pieces of R of one or two edges.

None of these replacements results in the removal of x. This proves 

(10.116) and (10.117).

Finally we complete the proof of (10.56). The existence of the 

crosscut R of int(J£) with minimal J~(R), and containing x from 

tog we already proved (see especially (10.117)). We know from (10.93) 

and (10.33) that

!x-a# | < 8 .

Also, we showed at the end of Step (vi) that Y* is a connection ono _  ̂ ____
Q*£ from x to C above R. But R c: j”(R) (see (10.128)) and this 

imp!ies

(10.133) J+(R) <= j+(R)
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as shown by the derivation of (A.41) from (A.38). Thus Y* is also a
o ^

connection from x to C above R. Moreover it is vacant in the con

figuration uj by Step (viic). Thus, everything claimed in (10.56) 

has been verified.

Step (ix). In this step we complete the deduction of Condition E 

by verifying (10.57). Let y e Ibg be a vertex of R and let 

Z* = (zg,k|,...,k*,z*) be a vacant connection on Q*£ (in the con

figuration £3) from y to C above R (cf. the definition (10.49)- 

(10.51) with T = 3R2 ). If y is not one of the y- with 0 £  i <

£  3(y)-1 or 3(<5)+l < i < v , then by (1Q.114)-(10.116) y lies with

in distance A from K0 U X U K c  K(a). Since a^ e K(a), (b) of 

(10.57) holds for such y with Kg = diamter(K)+A . Thus we may 

restrict ourselves to y = v. e R with 0 £  i < 3(y); the case where 

y = v. with 3(6) < i £ v  is similar.

We begin by showing that

o
(10.134) Z* is a vacant connection (in &) from y to C 

above R.

The point of (10.134) is that Z* is even above R, not only above R. 

To see (10.134) we observe that (by requirement (10.49)) there exists
o + ~

an edge k* of 57^ between y and zg such that k* c  ̂ (R).

Thus for any small neighborhood N of y

k* n n c n n j+(r ).

However, now that we have (10.114) we can use the argument which de

rives (10.119) from (10.118) - with (10.133) or (10.128) replacing 

(10.109) - to obtain also

n n j+(r ) = n n jJ(r )

for suitable small neighborhoods N of y. For such N one has

k* n n c n n j*(r ).
o + _  O _|_ _

Thus, near y k* lies in J^(R), and then all of k* lies in J^(R)- 

This is the analogue of (10.49) for Z* and R instead of s* and r.
o

The analogue of (10.50) is z* e C, which is true because Z* is aO o
connection to C. To prove (10.134) it therefore suffices to show

(10.135)
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Since k c  J^(R) and zg is an endpoint of k, hence in J^(R) a and 

since Z*\{z*} c  int(J£) (by (10.51) with r replaced by ft), (10.135) 

can fail only if some point of Z* lies on R. The first intersection 

of Z* and R has to be one of the vertices z* in this case, say 

z| . z| also has to be a vertex of R. This is not possible for then 

z| has to vacant in the configuration w, being on Z*, as well as 

occupied, being a vertex of R, which is occupied in ft, by Step (viia). 

Thus (10.135) and (10.134) hold.

We now introduce

H* := {vertices of Q* which are occupied in oo butpic
vacant in co} .

If Z* has no vertex in 5*, then Z* is also vacant in the config

uration a). Moreover J*(R) ^ ^ ( R h  as we saw in (10.109), so that 

in this case, by virtue of (10.134) Z* is a vacant connection from
o

y to C above R in the configuration co. Thus in this case (a) of 

(10.57) holds. There remains the case where Z* has a vertex in 5*. 

We shall now show that (a) of (10.57) must hold in this case as well.

To prove this, let z* be the first vertex of Z* in H*. By Step 

(vii)(a)-(d),

H* n (J^(R)\ R) <= Y* .

Actually, we saw in the proof of (10.53) at the end of Step (vii) that 

Step (viic) requires only changes in the occupancies of vertices on 

X*. Therefore

(10.136) h* n (j £(R)\ r ) <= X*.

In particular z* is a vertex on X* fl Y* and we can define it as 

the smallest index i £ n  with zt e X* fl Y*. Since zg and z^ 

are within distance 2A of y e R, and since (10.112) shows that 

distance (X*,R) > 2A , zg and z| cannot lie on X*. Therefore

2 <_ 7T <_ n

Now z* -j and z*_2 ln J^(R) (by (10.135)) and they can be
connected by one or two edges of Q*^ to z* e X*. Being vertices of 

Z*, z* -j and z*_£ have to be vacant in the configuration £. In 

view of Step (viid) this means that both z* and z* Q have to be 

central vertices of or belong to Y*. If z*_-j e Y*, then

e Y*\ X* c  s*
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(see the construction of Y* towards the end of Step (vi)). If

is the vertex w* of s*, then
0

7*
ZTT-1

(10.137) (z0 ’k* .... k£-i’z£-i w| ’f|+l.... f*>w*)

is a path with possible double points on Q* , consisting of thepX/
beginning piece of Z*, until an intersection of Z* and s*, and a 

final piece of s* from this intersection of s* with Z* to
o

w£ e C. This path is vacant in the configuration w, since zg.... z*_-|

do not lie in E* and are vacant in w, while s* is a vacant connec-
1L O n

tion in w from aw to C above fr (see beginning of Step (vi)). 

Also, as we saw above

k* C  j+(R) C  J+(R) (cf. (10.109)),

<z0 ’k* .... k£ - r z£-i) c z * M z£}

(cf. (10.135), (10.109)),

#and finally, because s* is a connection to C above R

(w|,f*+1.... f*\{w*}) e s*\{w*} <=J^(R#) c jJ(R) (cf. (10.43)).

It follows from this that the path in (10.137) after loop-removal, to
o

make it self-avoiding, forms a vacant connection in w from y to C 

above R. Thus, if z*_-j e Y*, then (a) of (10.57) holds. The same 

argument works if z*_2 e Y*. This leaves only the case where neither 

z*_i e Y* nor z*_2 e Y*- This case, however, cannot arise, for as 

we saw above this would require both z*_-j and z*_2 to be central 

vertices of . Since z*_-| and z*_2 are neighbors on this

is impossible (Comment 2.3 (iv)). We have thus proved (10.57) in all 

cases and completed the proof of Condition E.


